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Abstract

In modern micro- and nanotechnology, knowledge from the macroscopic
world has to be questioned whether it still applies at the micro- and nanoscale.
Aiming for smaller structural feature sizes and smart usage of these new
material properties can improve current devices and pioneer the technolog-
ical platform for new applications. The key to this technology can be found
in the ability to image samples on the nanoscale. This work presents ap-
proaches to extend limits of scanning probe microscopy techniques towards
more versatile instruments. Integrated sensor concepts by magnetoresis-
tive and thermoresistive sensing are presented. Furthermore, a fabrication
method to design application-inspired micro- and nanostructures is intro-
duced.

To combine the advantages of high resolution scanning probe microscopy
with a large field of view, a new atomic force microscope with a nested
scanner design was developed. This unique microscope benefits from two
independent scanners, one with a large range of 800�800µm2 and one with
a scan range of 5�5µm2 for high spatial resolution.

Additionally, the instrument is designed to be operated with both, a con-
ventional beam deflection setup and self-sensing cantilevers based on mag-
netic tunneling junctions with magnetostrictive electrodes. This concept
showed sufficient sensitivity to be used in atomic force microscopy and
even outperformed specifically optimized piezoresistive and piezoelectric
cantilevers.

Utilizing thermoresistive cantilevers in scanning thermal microscopy, the
heat flux between the tip of the cantilever and the sample was measured
with high precision. This sensor concept enabled quantitative thermal con-
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ductance measurements of linear molecular chains as a function of their
chain length. Self-assembled monolayers of linear alkanes were studied as
a model system and showed signatures of phonon localization and interfer-
ence.

The switching properties of thermally triggered shape memory polymers
were analyzed in micro- and nanoscale systems. These materials were
introduced to the fabrication of molds for the replication of micro- and
nanoscale components. Utilizing the shape memory effect for replication of
micro- and nanostructures, allowed the fabrication of self-healing and de-
molding molds for the replication of micro- and nanostructures on curved
surfaces.
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Kurzfassung

In der modernen Mikro- und Nanotechnologie hängen Materialeigenschaf-
ten nicht nur von deren Zusammensetzung ab, sondern auch stark von de-
ren Größe und Form. Das Ziel mit immer kleineren Strukturelementen neue
Materialeigenschaften intelligent zu nutzen, führt dabei nicht nur zur Ver-
besserung gängiger Produkte, sondern kann den Weg zu neuen Anwendun-
gen und Technologieplattformen bereiten. Die Fähigkeit, Proben auf dieser
Größenskala abzubilden, öffnet dabei die Tür zu dieser Technologie. Diese
Arbeit zeigt daher Wege auf, um die bereits große Familie der Rasterson-
denmikroskope noch vielseitiger zu gestalten. Dabei wurde zunächst die
Abtastfläche von typischerweise 100�100µm2 auf 800�800µm2 mit ei-
nem Dual-Scanner System vergrößert. Das Dual-Scanner System verfügt
zudem über einen unabhängigen 5� 5µm2 Scanner für eine hohe lokale
Auflösung.

Zusätzlich wurde das Mikroskop für die gleichzeitige Nutzung eines
konventionellen Lichtzeiger Detektors und dem Einsatz neuartiger selbst-
detektierender Mikrofederbalken mit integrierten magnetischen Tunnelsen-
soren ausgelegt. Diese Tunnelsensoren mit magnetostriktiven Elektroden
zeigten eine herausragende Sensitivität für den Einsatz in der Rasterkraft-
mikroskopie und erwiesen sich piezoelektrischen und piezoresistiven Sen-
soren, welche speziell für diese Anwendung optimiert wurden, überlegen.

Mittels thermoresistiver Mikrofederbalken wurden hochpräzise thermi-
sche Leitwertmessungen an nanoskalaren Probensystemen durchgeführt.
Durch dieses Sensorkonzept konnten quantitative Messungen des thermi-
schen Leitwertes von linearen Alkanketten als Funktion ihrer Kettenlänge
innerhalb eines Modellsystems von selbst-organisierter Monolagen durch-
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geführt werden. Dieses Modellsystem zeigte starke Anzeichen von Fre-
quenzeingrenzung und Interferenz von Phononen entlang der Alkanketten.

Zuletzt wurden die Schalteigenschaften thermisch aktivierbarer Formge-
dächtnispolymere untersucht. Durch deren Einsatz in der Herstellung von
Formeinsätzen für die Mikro- und Nanoreplikation, wurde eine neue Klasse
von intelligenten Formwerkzeugen vorgestellt. Mit der Einführung dieser
neuartigen Werkzeuge konnten erstmals Mikro- und Nanostrukturen auf
gekrümmten Vollmaterialoberflächen sowie mit Hinterschnitten entformt
werden.
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1. Introduction

When length scales known from daily life are left behind, the applicabil-
ity of knowledge from the macroscopic world must also be questioned. In
modern micro- and nanotechnology, the knowledge from the macroscopic
world cannot be transferred to the micro- and nanoscale. New material
properties can improve current devices and pioneer the technological plat-
form for new applications as the feature size becomes a relevant factor in
nanosystems. In classical solid state physics, describing the bulk only is
a good approximation of the macroscopic material properties: surface ef-
fects can be neglected, greatly simplifying the analytic description. On the
nanoscale, this is not the case. To illustrate the influence of the surface in
micro- and nanoscale systems, the surface to volume ratio of two cubes,
one with an edge length of 1µm and one cube width an edge length of
10 nm filled with densely packed atoms of 3 Å diameter, can be calculated.
For the larger cube, only 0.2 % of the atoms are on its surface while 2 % of
the atoms of the smaller cube are surface atoms. By minimizing the feature
sizes, surface effects even start to dominate the material properties while
well known effects of the bulk material are suppressed.

As Richard Feynman pointed out in his visionary talk "There’s Plenty of
Room at the Bottom"1 the key to the nanoscale world can be found in mi-
croscopy techniques. As conventional optical microscopes are limited by
the diffraction limit,2 not only the expected new material properties on the
nanoscale are a challenge to explain, also observing them was a challenge
in the 1960s and, in some cases, is still today. Introducing a new class of mi-
croscopes, the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM)3 by
Binnig et al. in 1981 and of the atomic force microscope (AFM)4 in 1986
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1. Introduction

has provided not only ground breaking microscopy techniques but also ver-
satile tools for manipulation of single atoms.5 Nowadays, the atomic force
microscope is one of the most widespread tools and one of the workhorses
in nanotechnology laboratories. However, multiple sensor concepts to de-
tect interactions between a tip and sample are competing and adapted to
specific applications.

In the first part of this work, limitations of current instruments are dis-
cussed. A new scanning probe microscope using a nested scanner design
enabling both, a unique large scan area and a high spatial resolution is de-
signed. By combining large area scanning probe microscopy and optical
microscopy in a single instrument, a versatile tool for micro- and nanoscale
surface analysis is presented

Even as the atomic force microscope is a well established tool for modern
nanotechnology, still most instruments rely on optical read-outs of micro-
machined silicon cantilevers. Optical read-outs, however, require bulky
mechanical alignment components and their implementation is often a chal-
lenge in specific environments like vacuum or liquids. Additionally, the op-
tical read-out can also influence the cantilevers deflection6 or interfere with
the sample.7 To overcome these issues, cantilevers with integrated sensing
elements, so called self-sensing cantilevers, based on magnetic tunneling
junctions with magnetostrictive electrodes are introduced.8 The strain sen-
sitive magnetic tunneling junctions can be integrated onto micro-machined
cantilevers and allow static as well as dynamic operational modes of AFMs
with sufficient sensitivity to resolve atomic step-edges.

By implementing of thermoresistive sensors9, 10 into micro-machined sil-
icon cantilevers, the atomic force microscope is converted into a scanning
thermal microscope,11 which is highly sensitive to heat flux between the
tip and the sample.12, 13 This can be utilized to investigate heat transfer on
the nanoscale. In the third section of this work, thermal transport measure-
ments along one dimensional alkane chains as a function of their length is
presented. Even as self-assembled monolayers of linear alkane chains are
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of high technological relevance, their thermal properties still remain un-
clear even as one dimensional systems have been discussed for more than a
century.14, 15 Applying a nanoscopic microscopy technique to such systems
provides experimental insight for the ongoing discussion.

In the last part of this work, material properties of thermally triggered
shape memory polymers are investigated for the application in micro- and
nanoscale systems. The investigated thermoplastic smart materials are ca-
pable of defined shape changes down to the sub-micrometer range. Utiliz-
ing those polymers for the fabrication of molds for the replication of micro-
and nanostructures allows the fabrication of components with a smart and
three dimensional surface morphology. By using shape memory polymeric
molds, an additional degree of freedom to the design of polymeric micro-
and nanoscale devices is introduced.
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2. Experimental Methods

In the past decades, various fabrication and microscopy techniques have
been developed for modern micro- and nanotechnology. After first con-
ceptional origins1 and first concepts of molecular assembly of nanosys-
tems,16, 17 the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM)3 by
Binnig et al. in 1981 and of the atomic force microscope (AFM)4 in
1986 provided a unique way to observe and manipulate even atom di-
rectly.5 Nowadays, the atomic force microscope is the most widespread
tool for nanotechnology and is not only used in research laboratories, but
also for routine quality control and product development in many compa-
nies. This chapter introduces the basic concepts of scanning probe mi-
croscopy, nanomechanics, fabrication methods and materials.

2.1. Principles of Scanning Probe Microscopy

Like Feynman pointed out in his famous talk, the keys to micro and nan-
otechnology are microscopy techniques.1 In 1881, Ernst Abbe found that
classical wave optical techniques are limited by the diffraction limit, which
is around 200 nm for visible light.2 Microscopy techniques, which can
achieve a higher resolution are scanning probe based methods. They are
based on the simple and Nobel Prize winning idea of Binnig and Rohrer3

to scan an atomically sharp tip across a sample and reconstruct the sam-
ples topography by the interactions between the tip and the sample. The
first scanning probe microscope, the scanning tunneling microscope was
measuring the electric tunneling current between tip and sample and was,
therefore, limited to conductive samples. The further development of the
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2. Experimental Methods

STM to the atomic force microscope overcame those limitations by using a
mechanical force sensor to sens tip-sample interactions. By measuring the
force interactions between tip and sample, the AFM can achieve a sensitiv-
ity sufficient to reveal intramolecular structures18 and the arrangement of
single atoms.19

Since interatomic force are very small and in the range of some nN, the
force sensor of an AFM has to be very precise.20 In order to sens forces in
an AFM with this high precision, the tip is mounted at the end of a bendable
cantilever which acts as a spring. The typical stiffness of the spring is,
depending on the operational mode of the AFM, between 0.01N~m and
100N~m. The deflection of the cantilever ∆z with a spring constant kz is
directly proportional to the applied force Fz. As the cantilever is deflected
in the elastic regime, the force can be described by Hooke’s law:

Fz � kz �∆z (2.1)

To detect small forces, the deflection of the cantilever must be measured
very precisely. However, since the tip-sample forces are in the nN-range,
the cantilever is deflected between 0.01nm and 100nm. This requires a
very precise measurement of the cantilever deflection on these small scales.
As shown in Fig. 2.1, multiple detection methods and sensing elements
for scanning probe cantilevers are available and can be optimized for spe-
cific applications. In this work, the well established laser beam deflection
method21 was used and compared to new detection methods like magne-
toresistive sensing8 and thermoresistive sensing.13 A detailed description
of the used sensing mechanisms can be found in Chap. 3.

To understand the interaction between tip and sample and the mechanics
of nanoscale contacts, the large variety of tip-sample forces and contact
mechanics have to be described and are summarized in the following.
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2.1. Principles of Scanning Probe Microscopy

a) b) c)

Laser PSD sensing sensing
magnetoresistive thermoresistive

Figure 2.1.: The key elements in atomic force microscopes and scanning ther-
mal microscopes are sharp tips on microfabricated cantilevers. The forces be-
tween tip and sample are measured by the deflection of the cantilever. a) A
laser beam deflection set-up is the most widely spread method to detect the
cantilever deflection. By focusing a laser beam on the backside of the can-
tilever, the deflection can be measured by monitoring the reflected beam with
a position sensitive photo detector. b) An other method is to measure the strain
in the cantilever caused by its deflection. A magnetoresistive tunneling sensor
can offer a high strain sensitivity and can be integrated into the cantilever dur-
ing the fabrication process at the cantilever base. Magnetoresitive cantilevers
can therefore greatly simplify the set-up. c) Scanning thermal microscopy
focuses on measuring the heat flux from the tip into the sample instead of
tip-sample forces. Thermoresistive sensors offer a high sensitivity to heat flux
and are integrated on the base of the tip.

2.1.1. Tip-Sample-Forces

By approaching a tip to a surface, various forces start to act on the tip
apex at small distances. Those forces can be attractive or repulsive and
are strongly distance dependent. Depending on the actual tip-sample dis-
tance, different forces become dominant. The geometry of tip and sample
in atomic force microscopy is typical approximated by a spherical tip and
a flat sample.

Capillary Forces

In ambient conditions, water condenses on all surfaces. The thickness of
these water layers, which can reach between 10nm and 200nm, depends
on the humidity and temperature.22 Around and within the tip-sample con-
tact, a water meniscus with very strong adhesive forces is formed.23 Water
films can, therefore, dramatically influence the image quality. On samples
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2. Experimental Methods

with superhydrophilic and superhydrophobic surface properties, the film
thicknesses of the condensed water can vary significantly and, therefore,
the tip-sample forces caused by capillary forces. Additionally, soft samples
can be deformed by the strong forces. Capillary forces, however, can be
avoided by measuring directly in liquid environment, vacuum or dry gas
atmosphere.

Van der Waals Forces

On shorter length scales, van der Waals forces become dominant. The ori-
gin of van der Waals forces are induced electric dipoles in neutral atoms
and molecules. Even if the atom or molecule has no initial dipole moment,
a dipole moment can be induced on short timescales as the distribution of
charges is statistically and must not be symmetric on those short timescales.
To simplify the geometry of tip and surface, a sphere with radius R ap-
proaching a flat surface is a good approximation. For this geometry, the
van der Waals force as a function of distance z is given by24

FvdW �z� � �AHR
6z2 (2.2)

where AH is the Hamaker constant25 with values around 10�19 J.24 Van
der Waals forces are attractive forces as indicated by the negative sign. As
they are proportional to 1~z2, they are considered as long range forces com-
pared to other forces occurring in AFM experiments.

Pauli Repulsion

Postulated by Wolfgang Pauli in 1925, the Pauli exclusion principle forbids
significant overlap of two charge clouds with two electrons in the same
quantum mechanical state.26, 27 This work inspired Goerge Uhlenbeck and
Samuel Goudsmit to introduce the spin of electrons28 increasing the prin-
ciple quantum numbers from three to four.29 The Pauli repulsion describes
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2.1. Principles of Scanning Probe Microscopy

a strong repulsive force, which acts when the tip is in contact with the
surface. Additionally, the Pauli exclusion principle also effects the charge
distribution of the electrons in the tip’s and sample’s atoms in a way, that
the shielding of the nucleus charges is reduced. This causes an additional
ionic repulsion. As a result, the Pauli and ionic repulsion are very strong
and dominating while the tip is in contact with the sample. As the Pauli
repulsion is purely quantum mechanical and the ionic repulsion can be de-
scribed with Coulombs law, the description with empirical potentials like
the Lennard-Jones potential provides an easy and fast calculation of repul-
sive and attractive forces24

VLJ �z� � E0�� r0

z
�12

�2� r0

z
�6� (2.3)

The Lennard-Jones potential takes also attractive van der Waals forces
into account. It can be defined with the bonding energy E0 and an equi-
librium distance r0. For the 12-6 potential given in Eq. (2.3), the repulsive
forces are represented by the term with the inverse power law with n � 12
and the attractive forces by the term with n � 6. This potential can be used
to describe the forces between individual atoms/molecules. However, an
atomic force microscopy tip and also all the samples are not single atoms
and molecules but ensembles of atoms. Therefore, also other effects like
elastic deformation of tip and sample have to be taken into account.

Contact Mechanics

If the tip is in contact with the sample, the tip applies a load to the sam-
ple. The applied load causes an elastic deformation of tip and sample. This
deformation effects the effective contact area and is an important issue in
atomic force microscopy. A schematic of the contact geometry for a lay-
ered sample can be found in Fig. 2.2 a). The elastic deformation of two
spheres and resulting repulsive forces were first analyzed by Heinrich Hertz
in 1881.30, 31, 32 The Hertz model neglects adhesion forces and can, there-
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a) b)
FN FN

RTip RTipE1, ν1

E0, ν0

Ẽ
E0, ν0

tfilm tfilm

2r 2r

Figure 2.2.: Indentation model of a layered sample with a rigid sphere. a) In
the actual configuration, the film (with the Young’s modulus E1 and Poisson’s
ratio ν1) is assumed to be perfectly bound to the substrate (with the Young’s
modulus E0 and Poisson’s ratio ν0) while the contact interface is frictionless.
b) With these assumptions, the layer can be modeled as a mattress transmit-
ting normal stress into the substrate with its effective compression modulus Ẽ
being its oedometric modulus.

fore, only be used for low adhesive samples. For atomic force microscopy
experiments, the original Hertz model has to be modified to a flat-spherical
geometry. The repulsive force for the contact regime in this flat-spherical
Hertz model is

FHertz �z� � 4
3

Ẽ
º

R�z0� z�3~2 for z B z0 (2.4)

with the effective elastic modulus Ẽ

Ẽ �
EtEs

Es �1�ν2
t ��Et �1�ν2

s � . (2.5)

The Hertz force depends on the tip radius R as well as the point of contact
z0, the Young’s moduli Et,s and the Poisson rations νt,s of tip and sample,
respectively. This results in a contact radius of

rHertz � �RFHertz

Ẽ
�1~3

. (2.6)

Extending the theory of Hertz to adhesive contacts has been done by
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2.1. Principles of Scanning Probe Microscopy

Johnson, Kendall and Roberts (JKR)33 as well as by Derjaguin, Muller and
Toporov (DMT).34 The JKR theory only takes adhesion within the contact
area into account while the DMT theory considers also long range adhesive
forces outside the contact.

The JKR theory models the adhesion force by a delta function γ repre-
senting the surface energy at the contact distance z0. During approach of
the tip towards the sample, this implies that all interactions for distances
larger than z0 vanish and the adhesive force has a infinitely short range. For
the surface energy, this requires a change of US ��πr2

γ . As in the Hertzian
contact model, where the applied load and tip-sample force are identical,
the JKR-tip-sample force is offset by the adhesion force which pulls the
surface into contact over an area which exceeds that given by the Hertz
theory.32 This results in a effective Hertzian tip-sample force of35

FJKR �z� � FN �z��3πRγ �

¼
6πRγFN �z���3πRγ�2 (2.7)

� �»�FJKR
c �

»
FN �z��FJKR

c �2
. (2.8)

FJKR
c � �1.5πRγ represents the so-called critical force, the force needed

to separate tip and sample while the negative solution of Eq. (2.8) denotes
unstable conditions. The contact radius in this model is

rJKR � �R
Ẽ
�1~3 �»�FJKR

c �

»
FN �z��FJKR

c �2~3
(2.9)

As this model neglects adhesion forces outside the contact area, it de-
scribes the contact mechanics well for situations where the forces within
the contact area are dominant. This is the case, when the contact area be-
comes very large as it is the case for large tip radii or soft sample materials
like soft polymers or biological tissues.

If the assumptions of the JKR model do not apply, like it is the case for
small tip radii and rigid samples, the DMT theory34, 35 describes the contact
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mechanics on the other extreme case very well. The analysis of Derjaguin,
Muller and Toporov include adhesion forces outside the contact area like
long range van der Waals forces, however their original theory did not result
in an analytic solution. Maugis proposed in 1992 an approximation to the
original DMT theory, which is often referred as the DMT-M or Hertz-plus-

offset model.36 In this model, the elastic forces between tip and sample are
calculated like in the Hertz theory, but with a offset taking the adhesion
forces into account. Maugis proposed following effective Hertzian load

FDMT�M �z� � FHertz �z��FDMT
c (2.10)

�
4
3

Ẽ
º

R�z0� z�3~2
�FDMT

c . (2.11)

FDMT
c ��2πRγ is in this theory the critical force of the DMT model with

γ �
AH

12πz2 . The contact radius, consequently, can be expressed like in the
Hertz model with the modified force

FDMT�M �z� �

¢̈̈̈¦̈̈̈¤
�

AH R
6z2 for z C z0 ,

4
3 Ẽ

º
R�z0� z�3~2

�
AH R
6z2

0
for z @ z0 .

(2.12)

rDMT�M � �RFDMT�M

Ẽ
�1~3

(2.13)

In Fig. 2.3 the tip-sample forces resulting of the proposed DMT-M con-
tact model is given.

Thin Film Compression Model

For the contact mechanics not only the understanding of tip-sample forces
is a precondition, but also also a description of the sample is necessary.
As discussed above, the Young’s modulus of the sample is an important
parameter to describe the contact mechanics. For a layered sample sys-
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Figure 2.3.: Realistic tip-sample force by the DMT-M model. The parame-
ters used for the plot represents typical values for atomic force microscopy
experiments under ambient conditions: AH � 0.2aJ, R � 10nm, Et � 130GPa,
Es � 1GPa and νt � νs � 0.3, z0 � 0.3nm.

tem (substrate + thin film) like the one used in the experiments conducted
in Chap. 5, the effective modulus can vary with the modulus of the film
material. For thin films, a model introduced by Johnson32 can be used to
calculate the contact area. It has shown to be accurate for a tip-sample sys-
tem with sufficiently large contact radii.37, 38, 39 According to this model, on
samples with a relatively hard substrate covered with a soft film, (E0 Q E1

with the Young’s modulus E0 of the substrate and the Young’s modulus
E1 of the film, respectively) an effective modulus Ẽ can be defined (see
Fig. 2.2). The effective modulus of the film can be expressed by the oedo-
metric approximation using the Poisson’s ratio ν1 of the film.

Ẽ � E1
1�ν1�1�2ν1��1�ν1� (2.14)

When shear forces can be neglected and the DMT-M model is applied to
consider adhesion, the contact radius r is given by37
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Figure 2.4.: Tip-sample potentials for contact mode and non-contact mode.
In contact mode, the tip is moved towards the sample until the repulsive force
are dominant for better mechanical stability of the measurement. In ampli-
tude modulation mode, the tip oscillates with its resonance frequency in the
harmonic oscillator potential. As the tip approaches the sample, first long
range forces distort this potential changing resonance frequency, amplitude
and phase of the oscillation.

r � �4tRTip

πẼ
FN�1~4

(2.15)

This analytical model gives a good approximation of the contact radius
if the contact radii r is large compared to the thickness t of the film, r~t A 1.
The normal force can be calculated with the tip-sample forces expressed by
the models described above.

2.1.2. Operation Modes of Atomic Force Microscopes

Atomic force microscopes can be operated in various operational modes.
The two most important ones are contact mode and non contact mode. In
order to describe contact and non contact mode, the cantilever’s deflec-
tion can be modeled by an interplay of a tip-sample potential given by
Eq. (2.3) and the harmonic oscillator potential Vspring �z� � k

2 �z� z0�2 of the
cantilever.40
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2.1. Principles of Scanning Probe Microscopy

The contact mode is historically the oldest operational mode. In this
mode, this tip is brought into contact with the sample. As the tip approaches
to the sample, the tip is statically trapped in the minimum of the effec-
tive tip-sample potential and the cantilever is deflected statically. However,
as shown in Fig. 2.4, depending on the tip-sample distance, the potential
minimum is on different locations corresponding to the z-position of the
cantilever. This raises the question of the mechanical stability of the mea-
surement. As long as the long range attractive forces are dominant, the
restoring force of the cantilever counteracts the tip-sample force in a way
that it tends to separate tip and sample. If the force gradient of the tip-
sample force is larger than the spring constant, the tip will "snap" towards
the surface. Mathematically expressed, this instability occurs if41

kz @
∂Fts �z�

∂ z
(2.16)

For mechanical stable measurement, avoiding the unstable regime is an
advantage. The z-position of the tip is, therefore, adjusted to a position
where the force gradient is either small or where the tip-sample force is
counteracting the force applied by the cantilevers spring constant.

In contact mode, the repulsive forces are the dominant tip-sample forces.
The tip is pushed onto the sample and the cantilever is deflected by ∆z and
the force F � kz �∆z acts on the sample. The effective potential of the tip-
sample forces and the cantilever shows a single minimum (see Fig. 2.4).
As this minimum is above the minimum of the harmonic potential, the tips
position is stable at the minimum of the effective potential which is the
equilibrium position of the interplay of tip-sample force and the applied
force by the cantilever. In other words, the tip is pressed onto the sample
for mechanical stability. Due to this physical contact, however, friction
forces occur during scanning of the tip and can be measured by the torsion
of the cantilever.42 But friction also leads to wear and can change the tip
geometry or damage the sample.
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Figure 2.5.: Principle of the feedback loop of the atomic force microscope
in contact mode. The cantilever deflection is measured with a laser beam
deflection set-up. To control the tip-sample force, the desired applied force is
given as set-point to a feedback loop adjusting the sample position in a way
that the deflection is kept constant. If the AFM is operated in dynamic modes
like amplitude modulation, atomic resolution can be reached with such setups.
On the right, an example of atomically resolved calcite is given.

To minimize wear and sample damage, controlling the force between
tip and sample is done with a feedback loop (see Fig. 2.5). The desired
applied force by the cantilever is given to the feedback loop as a set-point.
The feedback loop controls the sample z-position for a constant tip-sample
force.

Even as contact mode AFM can perform measurements with high me-
chanical stability, friction forces often limit the resolution (especially on
soft samples). To avoid friction forces, dynamic operational modes can be
used to scan the sample while the tip is oscillated in a distance close to the
sample, where the force gradient is small. The basic idea of this operational
mode is to keep the tip in the non contact regime, where the long range
forces are dominant.43 As this regime show some instabilities, the mea-
surement becomes more stable if not the static deflection is measured like
in contact mode, but the tip is oscillating in the effective potential. The dis-
torted harmonic oscillator potential of the cantilever determines thereby the
motion of the tip z�t�. The free resonance frequency f0 of the oscillation is
determined very far away from the surface. This ensures that only the har-
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2.1. Principles of Scanning Probe Microscopy

monic potential is dominating the resonance frequency. While driven next
to the cantilevers resonance frequency, the tip is approached towards the
sample. Close to the sample, the tip-sample potential distorts the harmonic
potential of the cantilever and the resonance frequency of the oscillation
changes. This has also effects on the amplitude and phase response of the
oscillation. The movement of the tip in this distorted harmonic oscillator
potential can be described by the equation of motion

mz̈�t�� 2π f0m
Q0

ż�t��kz �z0� z�t�� � Adkz cos�2π fdt�´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
external driving force

�Fts �z�t� , ż�t��´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
tip-sample force

(2.17)
In this notation, z�t� is the tip position at the time t. The parameters

kz, m, z0 and f0 �
»

kz~m~�2π� are the spring constant, effective mass,
equilibrium position and the eigenfrequency of the cantilever. The quality
factor of the resonance Q0 includes intrinsic damping of the cantilever and
of the surrounding media for simplification. The cantilever is driven with
an amplitude Ad and frequency fd. The most widespread dynamic mode is
amplitude modulation, where Ad and fd are kept constant.

Driven far away from the sample, tip-sample forces Fts can be neglected
and the cantilever oscillation follows the well-known equation of motion of
a driven-damped harmonic oscillator. A steady-state solution can be given
by the ansatz

z�t � 0� � z0�A0 cos�2π fdt �ϕ� (2.18)

with the phase difference ϕ between the excitation and the cantilever
oscillation. Using the ansatz from Eq. (2.18) to solve the equation of motion
(Eq. (2.17)), the amplitude A0 and phase ϕ can be expressed by
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A0 �
Ad¾�1�

f 2
d

f 2
0
�2
�� 1

Q0

fd
f0
�2

(2.19)

tanϕ �
1

Q0

fd
f0

1�
f 2
d

f 2
0

(2.20)

If the cantilever approaches the surface, the tip-sample force Fts �z�t� , ż�t��
has to be considered. The highly non-linear tip-sample potential compli-
cates the analytic solution of Eq. (2.17). Hölscher et al.44 proposed to focus
on the steady state solutions of the equation of motion with sinusoidal can-
tilever oscillation and expand the tip-sample force into its Fourier series

Fts �z�t� , ż�t�� � fd

1~ fd

S
0

Fts �z�t� , ż�t��dt

� 2 fd

1~ fd

S
0

Fts �z�t� , ż�t��cos�2π fdt �ϕ�dt �cos�2π fdt �ϕ�
� 2 fd

1~ fd

S
0

Fts �z�t� , ż�t��sin�2π fdt �ϕ�dt � sin�2π fdt �ϕ�
� ... (2.21)

Inserting the first harmonics of Eq. (2.21) into the equation of motion
Eq. (2.17), Hölscher et al.44 found two coupled equations

f 2
0 � f 2

d

f 2
0

� I� �z0,A�� Ad

A
cosϕ (2.22)

�
1

Q0

fd

f0
� I� �z0,A�� Ad

A
sinϕ (2.23)
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Here, the integral I� is a weighted average of the tip-sample forces during
approach F� and retract F	 of the tip within one oscillation. The integral I�
is directly connected to the dissipated energy ∆E during one oscillation
cycle. The integrals I� and I� are44

I� �z0,A� �
2 fd

kzA

1~ fd

S
0

Fts �z�t� , ż�t��cos�2π fdt �ϕ�dt

�
1

πkzA2

z0�A

S
z0�A

�F��F	� z� z0¼
A2��z� z0�2

dz, (2.24)

I� �z0,A� �
2 fd

kzA

1~ fd

S
0

Fts �z�t� , ż�t��sin�2π fdt �ϕ�dt

�
1

πkzA2

z0�A

S
z0�A

�F��F	�dz

�
1

πkzA2 ∆E �z0,A� (2.25)

Those integrals have discussed in detail by Dürig45 and Sader et al.46

Combining Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.25), a direct correlation between phase
and the energy dissipation is obtained

sinϕ � �� A
A0

fd

f0
�

Q0∆E
πkzAA0

� (2.26)

Therefore, the phase response of the harmonic oscillator can be used
as a qualitative measure for energy dissipation and often reveals chemi-
cal contrasts (see Chap. 4.3). The relationship between phase and energy
dissipation in Eq. (2.26) can also be found by the conservation of energy
principle.47, 48

Including tip-sample forces, the amplitude and phase response of the
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cantilever depends on the conservative forces, which are taken into account
by the integral I� �z0,A�, and dissipative forces, which are taken into ac-
count by the integral I� �z0,A�:

A �
Ad¾�1�

f 2
d

f 2
0
� I� �z0,A��2

�� 1
Q0

fd
f0
� I� �z0,A��2

(2.27)

tanϕ �
1

Q0

fd
f0
� I� �z0,A�

1�
f 2
d

f 2
0
� I� �z0,A� (2.28)

Depending on the sample, the dominant forces between tip and sample
can be conservative, dissipative or an interplay between both. Also the qual-
ity factor Q0 as well as the dominant tip-sample forces influence whether
the amplitude or phase is the most sensitive signal for the topography feed-
back loop.

In dynamic mode operation, amplitude modulation AFM is the most suc-
cessful imaging mode in ambient conditions. In amplitude modulation, the
driving frequency fd is set to a fixed value next to the resonance frequency
of the cantilever and also the driving amplitude Ad is kept constant. While
approaching the tip towards the sample, the resonance frequency shifts due
to distortion of the harmonic oscillator potential by the tip-sample forces.
Because of the constant driving frequency, the oscillation amplitude of the
cantilever decreases. During scanning, amplitude and phase are measured
with a lock-in amplifier while the amplitude is used as the feedback sig-
nal for the topography loop. The phase signal is recorded as a dissipation
signal. In principle, frequency and phase can also be used for the feedback.

If the phase signal is the more sensitive signal (see Eq. (2.28)), the phase
or the cantilevers resonance frequency can be used as a feedback signal.
Using the frequency as a feedback signal can be achieved by the simple
principle of self-excitation. In frequency modulation mode (constant ex-
citation), only the driving amplitude Ad is kept constant while the driv-
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ing frequency is adjusted by an additional self-excitation feedback loop to
match the resonance frequency of the cantilever in the tip-sample potential.
The self-excitation loop only requires a 90X-phase shifter to feed back the
cantilevers oscillation to the driving signal. In most commercial AFM con-
troller electronics, a feedback loop is used to adjust the driving frequency
for a constant phase shift of 90X. As a lock-in amplifier is included for
amplitude modulation, this can be used for measuring the phase and, there-
fore, no additional hardware like the phase shifter is needed. The topogra-
phy feedback loop is adjusting the sample position in frequency modulation
(CE) to match a certain frequency offset from the resonance frequency. As
this feedback mechanisms require an additional loop to match excitation
frequency and resonance frequency compared to the much simpler ampli-
tude feedback, those techniques are mainly used in complex experiments
like UHV-AFM or in cases where the amplitude is not very sensitive (e.g.
high Q cantilevers).49

2.2. Micro- and Nanopatterning Techniques

Modifying surface chemistry and structure is the key to many applications
in micro- and nanotechnology. The fabrication of two-dimensional micro-
and nanopattern on various substrates forms the foundation of these surface
modifications. Fabrication methods to create two dimensional patterns can
be separated in top-down and bottom-up approaches. A definition of top-
down and bottom-up approaches in nanoscale devices was given by George
Whitesides and Christopher Love in 2001: "Nanofabrication methods can
be divided into two categories: top-down methods, which carve out or add
aggregates of molecules to a surface, and bottom-up methods, which as-
semble atoms or molecules into nanostructures."50 Bottom-up approaches
often use self-organization processes on the molecular scale to fabricate
characteristic patterns by smart interactions of the used materials. Those
approaches often offer a simple, fast and cheap fabrication.51, 52 However,
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specific arbitrary structural features designed for specific applications are
often not possible to fabricate with bottom-up approaches. Top-down ap-
proaches on the other hand allow the fabrication of specific and application
inspired design patterns.52, 53, 54, 55, 56 Top-down approaches rely on litho-
graphic processes to pattern the desired structures. This requires special-
ized tools to craft the proposed structures in a serial manner (electron beam
lithography, laser lithography of scanning probe based methods) or parallel
methods using prefabricated masks (UV-lithography, X-Ray lithography).
Top-down approaches increase the number of fabrication steps and required
tools which is costly in many cases. Therefore, structures fabricated with
top-down approaches are often used as a master structure for replication
processes like micro- and nanoimprint technologies.57

2.2.1. Polymer Blend Lithography

If there is no need of a specific lateral pattern and a distribution of features
sizes is fulfilling the requirements of the desired application, polymer blend
lithography can provide a fast and cost-effective bottom-up lithographic
method. Compared to other methods, this method benefits from the de-
composing of two different polymers dissolved in the same solvent, if the
solvent is subducted from the blend. Depending on the substrate, the atmo-
sphere, the polymers, the solvent and its concentration, polymer blends can
form a purely lateral pattern on a substrate while they decompose during a
spin coating process.

The polymer blend lithography used here, utilizes this phase separa-
tion effect of a binary polymer blend. The polymers used in this work
were polystyrene (PS) and polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) dissolved in
methylethylketone (MEK) (see Chap. 4.3 and Chap. 5.2.4). In general, most
polymers remain phase separated when mixed and form an emulsion which
has been described in a thermodynamic approach by Flory in 1942.58 Flory
compared the Gibbs free energy GA, GB of the spatially separated phases
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of two polymers and the Gibbs free energy of their mixture GAB. Two
polymers, therefore, will form a mixture, if

∆Gm �GAB��GA�GB� @ 0 (2.29)

minimizing the free enthalpy ∆Gm for the mixing reaction. As the free
enthalpy ∆Gm is also a function of the temperature T , the enthalpy ∆Hm

and the entropy ∆Sm of the system ∆Gm � ∆Hm � T �∆Sm, the tempera-
ture becomes the critical parameter whether two polymers can coexist in
the same phase or remain spatially separated. If a solvent is added, it can
be treated as a third quasi-polymer with a polymerization of 1 (just the
monomers/molecules of the solvent) which can enable the mixing of all
three substances (polymers and solvent) due to a reduction of the Gibbs
free energy. For PS and PMMA, MEK can be used as such a solvent.
During spin-coating of a substrate with such a solution of a binary poly-
mer blend, the solvent evaporates rapidly and cools the remaining polymer
film on the substrate. The temperature drop as well as the Gibbs free energy
GAB A 0 now triggers the decomposing of PS and PMMA, the phase sep-
aration. However, a simple phase separation of a binary polymer blend
will not necessarily form a pattern, which can be subsequently used as
lithographic mask. In most cases, the polymer blend phase-separates not
only laterally (which is required for a lift-off) but also in a layered mor-
phology.59, 60 At specific environmental conditions, the phase separation
of binary blends allows the formation of purely layered or lateral complex
structures.61, 62, 63, 64, 65 By spin-casting on silicon oxide at a moderate hu-
midity of 45 %, the system PS/PMMA dissolved in MEK decays into a
purely lateral morphology extending both polymeric phases from the sub-
strate up to the free air interface as described by Huang et al.51 For the
lateral separation, the control of the humidity is crucial. For instance in
extreme dry atmosphere, the more hydrophobic polymer of the blend wets
the air-polymer interface while the more hydrophilic polymer wets the sub-
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Figure 2.6.: Nanopatterned self-assembled monolayers fabricated by polymer
blend lithography. a) After a spin-coating process in a controlled atmosphere,
the binary polymer blend phase-separates by the temperature drop due to evap-
oration of the solvent. At a humidity of 45%, a purely lateral morphology of
the phase-separated film is formed with PS islands (green) embedded in a
PMMA matrix (red). b) Using a selective solvent like acetic acid, a lift-off
of the PMMA can be achieved with PS islands remaining on the substrate (by
using cyclohexane instead of acetic acid, the PS is lifted off while the PMMA
stays on the substrate). c) The remaining PS island serve as a mask for the
deposition of the OTS-SAM. The OTS molecules are deposited from the gas
phase and evaporated at room temperature at 50mbar. d) After the lift-off of
the PS islands, the nanopatterned self-assembled monolayer of the OTS-SAM
remains on the substrate.

strate. On the other hand, a very humid atmosphere inverses this trend and
additionally water droplets condensate due to the temperature drop while
the solvent evaporates forming so-called breath figures.66

This technique was used to fabricate masks for the deposition of self-
assembled monolayers on SiOx in a four step process as schematically
shown in Fig. 2.6. In the first step, a PS/PMMA mixture in MEK is spin-
casted. Following the receipt of Huang et al.,51 the blends morphology is
a lateral distribution of PS islands embedded in a PMMA matrix. At this
point, the polymer blend lithography is also very flexible in terms of ad-
justing the structural parameters of the pattern. The size of the PS islands
can be adjusted by the molar masses of the PS (smaller molar masses result
in smaller islands) and the density by the weight ratio of the dissolved PS
and PMMA. In a second step, the desired mask is released using a selective
solvent for either to PMMA (acetic acid) or PS (cyclohexane). For the for-
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Figure 2.7.: Schematic of the hot embossing process. Hot embossing is a
replication process capable of copying a micro and nanostructured master
mold into various materials. a) In the first step, the mold and the semimanufac-
tured raw material is heated to the embossing temperature. b) By controlling
position and embossing temperature, the semimanufactured raw material is
isothermally deformed to fill the cavities of the mold. c) After cooling down
to the demolding temperature, the finished sample is demolded. The surface
of the sample is a negative copy of the molds surface.

mation of the self-assembled monolayer, organic-trichloro-silanes (OTS)
of various chain lengths and 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane
(FDTS) were used. The OTS and FDTS molecules are deposited from the
gas phase evaporated at room temperature at 50mbar. In the last step, the
remaining mask is removed by dissolving the remaining polymer.

2.2.2. Replication Techniques

If there is a need for a specific lateral pattern and structural details, bottom-
up approaches often fail to produce the desired structures. However, top-
down approaches have the advantage to fabricate arbitrary lateral patterns
and in combination with etching and/or electroplating, they allow the fab-
rication of 2.5 dimensional structures on various substrates53, 54 with high
aspect ratios. Top-down approaches, especially serial writing techniques,
are time consuming and use expensive machinery. Therefore, direct litho-
graphically written structures are often disqualified for mass production.
One approach to use such structures in a cost-effective and fast way is their
replication using a master structure which is replicated several times.
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To fabricate a negative copy of the master structure, multiple techniques
can be used. In this work, replication into polymer materials has been
used. To replicate structures into sheets of raw polymer, hot embossing
of microstructures is a flexible method to fabricate even small series of de-
vices.67, 57 The hot embossing process is thereby characterized by three
steps (see Fig. 2.7) which have to be optimized for the actual material and
mold. The materials also have to fulfill specific requirements which many
polymers but also metals,68 glasses69 and metallic glasses70, 71 fulfill. At a
specific temperature, the used materials have to change the viscosity to fill
the mold’s cavities. This temperature defines the embossing temperature
of the hot embossing process. In the first step, the mold and the polymer
foil are heated up to a temperature above the glass temperature allowing the
material to flow. In the next step, the material is embossed into the molds
cavities. The embossing force pressing both the mold and a substrate plate
together, is chosen to fill the molds cavities with the material, to compen-
sate shrinkage and additionally to tune the thickness of the residual material
layer between the mold and substrate plate. In the last step, after cooling
down the mold and material to a lower demolding temperature, the final
device is demolded. The demolding temperature is chosen by the mate-
rial’s properties. The material has to be rigid enough to be demolded and
the stress introduced by different heat shrinkage between device and mold
material must be kept small enough to prevent any damage to the device or
mold before demolding.

While hot embossing is a very general technique to replicate micro- and
nanostructures into various materials, some polymers can also be casted
into a master mold and cured therein. The raw material thereby are two
or more viscous monomers, which are mixed just before casted into the
mold. The polymerization of the monomers in the mold form a micro- and
nanostructured polymer device which can be demolded after cured.
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2.3. Shape Memory Polymers

Certain materials have the ability to remember their initial shape after a
plastic deformation. These smart materials can be structured with a per-
manent shape and can return from a deformed temporary shape to the per-
manent shape when externally triggered. Shape memory polymers are an
especially interesting group of mechanical active materials, because they
are capable of single, dual or multiple shape changes72, 73, 74 activated by
external triggers (e.g. heat or light). Compared with shape memory alloys
which allow a displacement in the range of less than 1h of the material di-
mensions,75 shape memory polymers have a shape changing capability of
more than 100%.76, 77 Compared to alloys, they are also price competitive
and can be processed like other polymer. However, as the Young’s modulus
of polymers is in general small compared to alloys, the generated forces for
restoring the permanent shape are also small.

In this work, two different commercially available shape memory poly-
mers, Tecoflex® EG 72D and Tecoplast® TP 470, are used. Both al-
lowed the switching from a temporary to a previous structured permanent
shape and are thermally activated shape memory polymers which are com-
mercially available by Lubrizol (Ohio, USA). Both are block-copolymers
formed by polyaddition reactions of polytetramethylenetherglycol (PT-
MEG) and 1,4-Butandiol (1,4-BD) with 1-isocyanato-4-[(4-isocyanatocyclohexyl)
methyl] cyclohexan (H12MDI) for the formation of Tecoflex® EG 72D or
1-isocyanato-4-[(4-isocyanato-phenyl) methyl] benzene (MDI) for the for-
mation of Tecoplast® TP 470. They are amorphous, physically cross-linked
shape memory polymers78 with thermoplastic polyether urethanes (TPU)
and, as such, linear multiblock copolymers.

The properties of both polymers are defined by a hard segment and a
soft segment. As the soft and hard segments also do not mix (as described
in Chap. 2.2.1), the shape memory polymer can be described as a phase
separated multiblock copolymer with a low temperature phase and a high
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Figure 2.8.: Structural formula of Tecoflex® EG 72D and Tecoplast® TP 470.
Both polymers are phase segregated polyurethane multiblock polymers. Both
phases have different glass transition temperatures Tg,hd and Tg,sd. Although
both polymers have a similar structure Tecoplast® TP 470 has higher transition
temperatures than Tecoflex® EG 72D. The transition temperature of the hard
segment is tuned by the use of MDI instead of H12MDI which has a higher
melting temperature. The soft segment can also be tuned by the degree of
polymerization n of the PTMEG which is a polymer formed by ether reaction
out of the 1,4-BD.
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temperature phase. As the polymers are heated above Tg,ht of the high tem-
perature phase, also the low temperature phase is above its glass transition
temperature. The polymer can be processed like any thermoplastic poly-
mer, e.g. by hot embossing. While above Tg,ht, the permanent shape can be
defined and fixated by cooling of the polymer below Tg,lt (structuring of the
permanent shape). The high temperature phase now provides the netpoints
of the permanent shape. By heating the polymer above the transition tem-
perature of the low temperature phase, the stabilization of the shape by the
soft segments is switched off and the shape can be temporary deformed. As
long as the high temperature phase is below its transition temperature, the
deformation of the hard domains and therefore of the netpoints of the per-
manent shape is elastic. If cooled below Tg,lt while deformed to a temporary
shape, the low temperature phase stabilizes the temporary shape (fixation
of the temporary shape). The shape memory effect allows a switching back
to the permanent shape by heating the polymer above Tg,lt. The switching
temperature is therefore called shape transition temperature Ttrans. Without
external forces deforming the material and internal forces stabilizing the
temporary shape, the elastic deformation of the high temperature phase is
reversed by a relaxation of the material. This cycle of deformation of the
permanent shape, fixation of the temporary shape and restoring is shown in
Fig. 2.9.

The transition temperatures of the segments are defined by its monomers.
Pure PTMEG has a very low melting temperature of around 30XC, adding
H12MDI enhances this temperature to around 50XC� 75XC.78, 77, 79, 80, 81

The hard segment of Tecoflex® EG 72D has a glass transition temperature
of around 120XC� 155XC and is formed by adding 1,4-BD to H12MDI.
As this transition temperature is significantly higher, it is the netpoint-
forming hard segment. Additionally, the hydrogen bonds between the dou-
ble bonded oxygen and the hydrogen bonded to the nitrogen stabilize the
intramolecular formation of netpoints. The variance of glass transition tem-
peratures can be explained by variations in the molecular weight of the
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Figure 2.9.: Schematic of programming shape memory polymers. The struc-
ture is defined by the interplay between the low and high temperature phases
stabilizing the shape. The stabilization by the low temperature phase can be
switched on and off with temperature. a) In the permanent shape, low and
high temperature are stabilizing the shape. While heated above Ttrans, the low
temperature phase stops stabilizing the shape. The high temperature phase can
now be deformed elastically. To stabilize the temporary shape, the polymer is
cooled down and the low temperature phase stabilizes the temporary shape. b)
To restore the permanent shape, the polymer is heated above Ttrans to suppress
the stabilization of the temporary shape by the low temperature phase. The
permanent shape is restored by a relaxation of the high temperature phase.

monomers and mixing ratios of the segments. As those parameters like the
parameters n, x, y and z (see structural formulas in Fig. 2.8) are business
secrets of Lubrizol, effective values for Tg,ht and the switching temperature
Ttrans have to be found experimentally.

For Tecoplast® TP 470, similar arguments apply. However, the H12MDI
of Tecoflex® EG 72D has been replaced by MDI which has higher melt-
ing temperatures. Also the mixing ratios are assumed to be different from
Tecoflex® EG 72D. Tecoplast® TP 470 therefore shows higher temper-
atures both for Tg,ht and Ttrans. The temperatures of the polymers used
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here are Ttrans,TFX � 55XC, Tg,ht,TFX � 150XC and Ttrans,TP � 85XC, Tg,ht,TP �

195XC.
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3. Scanning Probe Microscopy Utilizing
Cantilevers With Integrated Sensors

Since the invention of the atomic force microscope in the 1980s,4 it has
become a versatile tool used in nanoscale metrology, biosensing, mask-
less lithography and high density data storage with nearly as many sensing
techniques as applications.55, 82, 83, 84 In general, the force measurement
with a AFM is done by deflection measurement of a micro-machined can-
tilever. For deflection sensing, two different detection systems are compet-
ing. Sensing with an external deflection sensor and self-sensing devices.
Most state of the art instruments used in ambient conditions rely on an op-
tical read-out of a micro-fabricated cantilever,21, 85 while for specific appli-
cations and environments like vacuum self-sensing tuning forks with man-
ually attached tips are desirable.86, 87, 88 Micro-machined cantilevers can
be mass fabricated but the optical read-out contains bulky mechanical parts
to focus a laser on the backside of the cantilever and to move the position
sensitive photo-detector or a mirror. While adjusting the laser and photo-
detector is easy in ambient conditions where all components are accessible,
it is a challenge in other environments like vacuum or in fluids where the
laser gets scattered and refracted by multiple interfaces.89, 90 Furthermore,
optical read-outs have to be readjusted not only after every cantilever ex-
change but also after drifts in the environmental conditions like temperature
because it can offset the focal position of the laser and photo-detector due
to thermal expansion. Additionally, the optical read-out can also influence
the cantilevers deflection, as it is utilized for photothermal excitation of the
cantilever6 and interfere with the sample as it can cause photobleaching of
fluorescence samples.7 On the other hand, self-sensing tuning forks suffer
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from the limited capability of mass-production and a reduced number of
operational modes compared to micro-machined silicon or silicon-nitride
cantilevers. Additionally, cantilevers fabricated by silicon based microfab-
rication methods allow the integration of multiple additional features like
doping for better electrical conductance or the integration of active sensing
elements. Magnetoresistive sensors for example can be used for strain and
deflection sensing8 and thermoresistive sensors enable nanoscale thermal
analysis.9, 91

Therefore, an ideal AFM sensor should allow various operational modes,
is self-sensing and has the capability of mass production. Previous at-
tempts to tackle this problem mostly used integrated piezoresistive and
piezoelectric sensors on micro-machined cantilevers to measure either the
strain92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98 in the lever or its displacement.99, 100 One part of
this work focuses on magnetoresistive strain sensors for self-sensing AFM
cantilevers in order to sens tip-sample forces. While magnetoresitive strain
sensing can be used to simplify instrumentation, an other part of this work
focuses on sensing specific tip-sample interactions. Thermoresistive sen-
sors integrated to AFM cantilevers next to the tip enable a highly sensitive
detection of heat flux along the tip into the sample. Therefore, scanning
probe microscopes equipped with such cantilevers are called scanning ther-
mal microscopes11 and represent a new class of instruments for nanoscale
thermal analysis. This chapter focuses on sensor concepts, implementation
and details of instrumentation.

3.1. Setup of a Nonmagnetic Large-Area-AFM

In order to characterize magnetoresistive strain sensors integrated into AFM
cantilever, the cantilever deflection must be measured in parallel by inde-
pendent means. This requires an instrument with an external deflection
sensor for micro-machined cantilevers. However, commercially available
instruments with a beam deflection setup are not suitable for those specific
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3.1. Setup of a Nonmagnetic Large-Area-AFM

cantilevers as this work aims on the investigation of the influence of mag-
netic fields to the magnetoresistive sensors. Most commercially available
instruments show intrinsic magnetic properties and can distort applied mag-
netic fields. Therefore, the setup of a custom build nonmagnetic scanning
probe microscope is required. As the instrument must be equipped with
an external deflection sensor, also conventional AFM cantilevers without
integrated sensing can be used in this instrument. This offers the chance to
extend the limited field of view of typically 100�100µm2 to 800�800µm2

at this specific instrument for the characterization of shape memory poly-
mers (see Chap. 6 for details). As large scan ranges normally interfere with
high lateral resolution, a new concept of a small area, high resolution scan-
ner nested on the large area scanner is successfully demonstrated.

To sense the cantilever deflection, a beam deflection setup proposed by
Meyer et al.21 was also realized and is implemented in most commercially
available instruments. For this study, it allows the use of commercial AFM
controller electronics and control software implementations. Additionally,
an integrated optical microscope for coarse navigation on the sample is im-
plemented. A schematic of the optical setup is shown in Fig. 3.1. Using an
infinity corrected microscope objective and an ocular lens allow to illumi-
nate the sample and focus the laser beam on the cantilever with the same
objective. Using the microscope objective to focus the laser also simplifies
the adjustment of the laser beam deflection setup because the complete op-
tical microscope can be moved instead of adjusting the laser. As a result,
the focal spot of the laser is fixed towards the field of view of the optical
microscope and the laser is aligned to the cantilever when the cantilever is
at a specific position in the optical image. To block scattered light inside
the optical path of the laser from the camera, a red mirror is used to cou-
ple the laser beam into the objective. As the mirror reflects only light with
wavelengths longer than 600 nm, all light from the laser is either reflected
towards the objective or the laser itself. The cantilever is tilted toward the
optical axis of the microscope and acts as a mirror for the laser beam. As
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Figure 3.1.: a) Optical setup of the beam deflection read-out on the large
area AFM. The laser is focused with an optical microscope objective on the
backside of the cantilever. The reflected beam is focused on the PSD with
a tilting mirror to align the beam towards the PSD. The illumination of the
sample is done at a different wavelength than the laser wavelength to decouple
laser and illumination by selective mirrors in the microscope and filters at the
PSD. To reduce stray light within the optical microscope, polarizing optics for
the illumination allow a directed transmittance of the microscope image. b) To
realize both high lateral resolution and a large field of view, a high resolution
open loop scanner is nested on a large area closed loop scanner. For coarse
positioning of the sample, the entire scanner can be move with respect to the
cantilever and optics.
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the cantilever gets deflected, the angle of the cantilever tilts towards the in-
cident laser beam and consequently the reflection angle changes. As the re-
flected beam is divergent (due to the focusing of the microscope objective),
it is refocused to the position sensitive photo-detector by a tilting mirror.

To illuminate the sample, a wavelength shorter than the reflection edge
of the red mirror was chosen. To suppress stray light within the optical
path of the microscope, it is useful to use polarizing optics. In contrast
to the laser, the light of the illumination has first to illuminate the sample,
gets reflected at the sample and the reflected light has to pass the complete
microscope to the camera. By using polarized light for illumination, a po-
larizing beamsplitter can be used to reflect all light from the light source of
the illumination towards the sample. By passing a λ~4 plate, the polariza-
tion direction gets rotated by 45X. After being reflected on the sample, the
light passes the λ~4 plate again and the polarization is rotated again by 45X.
The polarization of the reflected light is now 90X rotated towards the inci-
dent light from the light source. Therefore, the beamsplitter is completely
transparent to light reflected from the sample which can pass towards the
camera.

The AFM is operated with a commercial AFM controller (ARC2-biPolar
by Asylum Research). The controller can directly drive open-loop piezo
scanners, because of its integrated high voltage amplifier, as well as closed-
loop scanners with an attached high voltage amplifier and closed-loop con-
troller. As the AFM set up in this work is equipped with two independent
scanners to combine both, a large field of view and a high spatial resolution,
this feature allows to drive both scanners directly. Large area scanners nor-
mally show a higher noise level than small area scanners due to lever motion
amplifiers. As the elongation of a piezo is approximately ∆L � �E �d �L0,
where E is the applied electric field, d the piezoelectric coefficient of the
material and L0 the initial length of the piezo with typical values for piezo
stack actuators of U � �220V, d � 350pm~V and a distance between two
electrodes of 1 mm. To achieve a travel of 800µm by direct drive, ap-
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Figure 3.2.: Principle of nested high resolution scanner on the large area scan-
ner. The system consists out of two independent scanning units: the large area
closed loop scanner and a nested open loop high resolution scanner with a
small scan area. The SPM controller can provide both, a high voltage signal
for the small area scanner and a low voltage signal for the closed loop con-
troller of the large area scanner. To switch from large area scanning to high
resolution scanning, the large area scanner can be moved and hold on the de-
sired sample position due to its independent closed loop controller while the
SPM controller continues scanning with the open loop scanner.

proximately 1 m of piezo ceramic per axis is required. Therefore, motion
amplification using levers is a suitable way to reach such travels. However,
levers used as motion amplifiers also have some drawbacks. Assuming an
ideal lever with a lever transmission ratio r, a travel of the actor ∆Lact , a
stiffness of the actor kact and a resonance frequency of the actor fact , the
corresponding characteristics of the amplified scanner can be calculated
from:

ksys �
kact

r2 (3.1)

∆Lsys � ∆Lact � r (3.2)

fsys �
fact

r
(3.3)

By using levers to amplify travel, the stiffness and dynamic of the scan-
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Figure 3.3.: A crucial precondition for a nested high resolution scanner de-
sign is the stability of the underlying large area scanner. The position accuracy
and positioning error can be tested by reading out the sensing elements for the
closed loop system. a) A 200� 200µm2 topography image of microlenses.
While scanning the microlenses, the read-out of the closed loop sensor in the
fast scan direction is recorded. b) The read-out of the fast scan axis is com-
pared with the desired scan position and a positioning error can be extracted.
The origin of vertical lines in the picture can be assigned to a switching of
the closed loop controller between different sensitivity ranges. c) To demon-
strate the stability of the large area scanner, the positioning error is constant
below 10 nm for typical imaging times of more than 30 minutes. The sensor
is read-out with a sampling rate of 1.5 kHz.
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ner are reduced. The reduced resonance frequency increases the response
time of the scanner to driving signals. Therefore, lever amplification can
only used for the slow lateral scanning as the z-axis of the scanner needs a
high resonance frequency for high dynamics. The large area scanner has a
motion amplified x-y piezo stage and a dedicated z-piezo for high dynam-
ics. Additionally, the x-y stage must only move in the x-y plane without
any cross-talk to the z-axis. This is reached by flexure joints. A flexure is
a frictionsless, stictionless device based on elastic deformation (flexing) of
a solid material. However, as the stiffness of a lever amplified system ksys

is reduced quite significantly, the initial stiffness of the flexure stage has to
be quite high. As a result, no scanner which fulfill those requirements was
commercially available and had to be developed by Physik Intrumente (PI)
in Karlsruhe specifically for this application. All other components of the
scanner like the capacitive positioning sensors of the closed-loop system,
z-piezo and the additional open-loop scanner are commercially available
standard components.

For successful switching to the nested scanner, first the stability of the
large area scanner has to be tested. First, the positioning accuracy can be
tested during AFM scanning. If scanned with the open-loop scanner, also
the stability and drift of the large area scanner is of interest. In Fig. 3.3 a),
a scan of a hot embossing mold with microlenses is shown. In parallel,
the positioning error of the fast scan axis was recorded and is shown in
Fig. 3.3 b). By comparing the measured stage position and the desired po-
sition (given by the control signal), the positioning error was extracted.
While the feedback loop of the stage is fully analog to avoid errors from any
analog-to-digital converter (ADC), the measurement electronics to record
the sensor signal are not. Specifically, one nanometer of travel corresponds
only 6 tics of a 16-bit ADC if the maximum travel is spanned over the whole
range of the ADC. To reduce the influence of the digitalization, a pream-
plifier is used to amplify and offset the signal suitable for the ADC input.
However, the switching between these different sensitivity ranges causes
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Figure 3.4.: Large area scanning with switching to the small area scanner for
high resolution. All 5 pictures where taken on a SiOx calibration grating with
various feature sizes. a) An 800� 800µm2 overview image of the structure
was taken before the scansize was reduced to 200�200µm2 in b). In c) the
scansize was reduced again to 50�50µm2. After switching to the high res-
olution scanner d) and e) show 5� 5µm2 and 500� 500nm2 images of the
smallest feature sizes of the calibration grating. The nested scanner which
can span over 3 orders of magnitude in scan range makes this instrument a
versatile tool for micro and nanomechanical analysis.

some errors visible in the error signal as vertical stripes. On the other hand,
not only positioning accuracy but also long time stability of the scanner is
of interest. In Fig. 3.3 c) the positioning error for typical experiment times
of up to 30 minutes is measured. The data shows now drift of the stage dur-
ing the whole experiment and only small fluctuations around the desired
position by �10nm which is a remarkable low value for a scan stage which
has a maximum travel of 800µm.

As the large area scanner is very stable, it can be used to carry a second
small area scanner with a higher spatial resolution and better dynamic prop-
erties. Using an AFM with multiple scanners allows both, a large field of
view and a high spatial resolution. In Fig. 3.4, the potential of such an in-
strument is demonstrated. By scanning a calibration grating structure with
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structural details on length scales spanning from hundreds of micrometer
to less then 200 nm and a feature height of 22 nm, the topography of the
sample can be investigated on all length scales. For a first overview of the
sample, the maximum scan size can be used and sequentially zoomed into
the region of interest. As the desired zoom level results in a scan size below
the maximum scan range of the high resolution scanner, the scan position
can be hold with the large area scanner while the sample is scanned with
the small area scanner enabling further zoom steps. Thereby, the instrument
can span over 3 orders of magnitude in scan range which makes it a unique
tool for micro- and nanomechanical analysis.

One example of such analysis is given in Fig. 3.5. For quality control
of fabrication steps in microstructure technology, the AFM is often used
for spot checks of the fabricated structures. However, as most AFMs are
limited to a field of view of 100�100µm2, they are only suitable for local
imaging. Often, features of structural details will just not fit into this field
of view. An example of such structures are periodic structures like optical
phase gratings fabricated at the Institute of Microstructure Technology.101

Imaging such structures with the large area scanner allows to image a whole
grating period of 256�256µm2 in a single picture. Such diffractive optical
structures define the length of the optical path of light propagating through,
by their topography. The interference pattern of such structure can be de-
scribed by the Fourier transformation of the topography. By Fourier trans-
forming the AFM topography image, the interference pattern of diffractive
structures is revealed and can be used for quality inspections of the mold.

3.2. Magnetoresistive Strain Sensors

As pointed out above, an ideal AFM sensor should allow various opera-
tional modes, is self-sensing and has the capability of mass production.
Previous attempts using integrated piezoresistive and piezoelectric sensors
on micro-machined cantilevers sens strain or displacement of the cantilever.
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Figure 3.5.: Quality control of a mold insert of a optical phase grating. a) The
optical microscope image allows a fast overview of the structure. b) The AFM
topography can be used to control the homogeneity of the structure height
on scales larger than the grating period of 256� 256µm2. c) The quality of
periodic grating structures however can be tested in the k-space revealing by
using an FFT on the topography image.

However, in principle those sensors show sufficient sensitivity for the im-
plementation in atomic force microscopes but suffer from reliability in
mass fabrication.98 Driven by the increasing demand for magnetic hard
disk drives,102 magnetic tunneling junctions103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, 110 are
state of the art read-heads in magnetic hard drives. Additionally, they can
be adapted for high strain sensitivity111 and offer remarkable miniaturiza-
tion opportunities.112 In combination with already implemented processes
of mass fabrication, they are a promising alternative to piezoresistive and
piezoelectric sensors for self-sensing AFM cantilevers.
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3.2.1. Magnetoresistive Tunneling Junctions

For sensing local magnetic fields, the discovery of the anisotropic magne-
toresistive effect (AMR) in 1856113 enable the technical foundation of mod-
ern hard disk drives. However, more than one century later the discovery of
the giant magnetoresistive effect (GMR) in 1986114 (Nobel price in Physics
2007 to Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg), the development of aluminum
oxide tunnel junction (MTJs)115, 116 and magnesium oxide tunneling junc-
tions117, 118, 110 (Millenium Technology Price 2014 to Stuart Parkin) in-
crease the sensitivity and, therefore, the storage density on magnetic disks.
In Fig. 3.6, a schematic of a magnetic tunnel junction is given. The mag-
netic tunnel junction thereby consist out of two ferromagnetic electrodes
separated by a thin dielectric layer. As the thickness of the dielectric layer
is ranging from a few angstroms to a few nanometers, electrons can tunnel
through the barrier. It is, therefore, often referred as the tunneling barrier.
The tunneling of electrons through a dielectric layer arouses an electrical
current and is fully quantum mechanical. It can be explained by the wave
nature of the electrons while the resulting junction conductance depends
on the evanescent state of the electron wave function within the tunneling
barrier. The general tunnel current between two electrodes of the same
material is given by Simmons’ expression from 1963:119

I �U� � ϕ �tb���Φ̄�
U
2
�e

��1.025
¼

Φ̄�
U
2 tb�

��Φ̄�
U
2
�e

��1.025
¼

Φ̄�
U
2 tb��

(3.4)
Simmons expressed in this equation the tunneling current I as a function

of the barrier height Φ̄, the applied bias voltage U across the junction and
its thickness tb.

In magnetic tunneling junctions, both electrodes consist out of a ferro-
magnetic material, in which the electric current is split into two partial cur-
rents. Those partial currents are conducted in two sub-bands each carrying
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Figure 3.6.: Principle of magnetoresistive tunneling junctions. During tun-
neling, the electron spin orientation is preserved and electrons can only tunnel
between sub-bands with the spin orientation. The conductance of the mag-
netic tunneling junction is therefore proportional to the product of density of
state at the Fermi level of the spin polarized sub-bands of the two electrodes.
Changing the orientation of the two electrodes from a parallel state (a) to an
anti-parallel state (b) inverts the sub-band orientation of the second electrode
and causes a change in the conductance.

either spin-up or spin-down electrons. The sub-bands are spin polarized.
During tunneling through the barrier, the electron spin must be conserved
(see Fig. 3.6) and the tunneling current depends on the relative magnetic
orientation of the electrodes towards each other. The electrons split up into
spin-up N� and spin-down N� electrons and as a result they can only tunnel
between sub-bands with the same spin orientation. For a parallel magnetic
orientation, both electrodes show the same sub-band configuration. The
tunneling occurs between two electrodes with the same density of states
(DOS) at the Fermi level E f . In an antiparallel magnetic orientation, how-
ever, a mismatch between the density of states occurs, as the sub-bands of
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one electrode are exchanged. Consequently, the tunneling current is de-
creased in this case. However, in actual tunneling barrier the electron spin
can be influenced by magnetic impurities like impurity atoms within the
barrier. To conserve the electron spin during tunneling, the barrier has to be
extremely pure.

The conductance of a magnetic tunneling junction, therefore, strongly
depends on the orientation of the magnetization of the electrodes towards
each other. It can be expressed by the angle α between the magnetization
of the two electrodes:

G�α� �
1
2
�Gp�Gap�� 1

2
�Gp�Gap�cosα (3.5)

T MRratio �
Gp�Gap

Gap
�

Rap�Rp

Rp
(3.6)

Here, Gp, Rp, Gap and Rap are the conductance and resistance for the
parallel (α � 0X) and antiparallel (α � 180X) state. A measure for the re-
sistance change between the parallel and antiparallel state is the so-called
TMR ratio. Julliere specified Eq. (3.6) in 1975115 by correlating the TMR
ratio to the polarization of the sub-bands:

T MRratio �
2P1P2

1�P1P2
(3.7)

P �
N� �EF��N� �EF�
N� �EF��N� �EF� (3.8)

with the polarization factors P1 and P2
120, 121 for the two electrodes, re-

spectively. To obtain a high TMR ratio and, therefore, a large resistance
change, electrodes with a high spin polarization factor are preferable. With
a polarization factor P � 0.61, CoFeB electrodes have a high spin polariza-
tion and can be grown with standard sputtering techniques108, 122 and used
for the fabrication of the magnetic tunneling junctions used in this work.
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3.2. Magnetoresistive Strain Sensors

As the model of Julliere is based on the assumption of amorphous tun-
neling barriers fabricated from AlOx, it only describes incoherent tunnel-
ing through the barrier. Crystalline MgO barriers like the ones used in
this work allow coherent tunneling. Therefore, the model of Julliere does
not apply to those barriers. However, for crystalline barriers, the coherent
tunneling can be described analytically using classical solid-state physics
assumptions.117 The coherent tunneling current can be calculated using the
Landauer123 conductance which relates the conductance to the probability
of a Bloch electron transmitted from one electrode through the MgO bar-
rier to the other. By modeling the electrodes as two electron reservoirs with
the chemical potential µ1,2 connected with the tunneling barrier, Butler et

al.117 expressed the tunneling current

I � I�� I� �
e2

h
Q
kY, j

T� �kY, j� µ1�µ2

e
(3.9)

with the transmission probability T� �kY, j� (left electrode to right elec-
trode) for all currents j for all Bloch states for a given value of kY by the
individual currents I�,� from the left electrode to the right electrode and
counter-wise. Equation (3.9) transforms the equations which describe plane
waves being transmitted through the barrier into a set of equations for Bloch
waves. In the case of ideal coherent tunneling, the Bloch states of the elec-
trodes ∆1 �spd�, ∆5 �pd� and ∆2 �d� couple with the evanescent states (tun-
neling states) in the band gab of the MgO barrier ∆1 �spd�, ∆5 �pd� and
∆2� �d�, respectively.117, 118, 124 As all conduction channels show different
decay lengths, this can greatly enhance the TMR ratio. While the ∆1 �spd�
channel has the longest decay length, the ∆2� �d� has the shortest decay
length. The ∆1 �spd� channel is therefore dominant. For the parallel state,
the ∆1 �spd� Bloch state of the majority band of one electrode couples via
the tunneling barrier with the ∆1 �spd� Bloch state of the other electrode.
The tunneling discussed for this parallel state implies the same symmetry
for the band-structure of both electrodes. For the antiparallel state however,
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a combination of the features of the majority and minority channels is ob-
served117 because of the broken symmetry. While the Bloch states from the
majority band of one electrode, e.g. the ∆1 �spd�, can still couple with the
tunneling states of the barrier, theses states can not propagate because there
are no minority ∆1 �spd� states at the Fermi energy in the second electrode
and are reflected by the second electrode. As a result, only the rapidly de-
caying states in the tunneling barrier can propagate, reducing the tunneling
current significantly.

3.2.2. Magnetostrictive Electrodes

Magnetic tunneling junctions like described above are excellent magnetic
field sensors and, therefore, often used in read-heads of magnetic hard
drives.122 Using magnetostrictive materials in the electrodes of the mag-
netic tunneling junction,125 the magnetization of one electrode can rotate
if strained. For the classical applications of magnetic tunneling junctions,
this is an unwanted effect as it can alter the field measurement.126

To describe this effect, an effective field He f f exerting a torque on the
magnetization in the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert Eq. (3.10), which describes
a magnetic moment under the influence of a magnetic field, must be dis-
cussed127

∂M
∂ t

� �
γ

1�β 2 M�He f f �
β�1�β 2�M

M��M�He f f � (3.10)

with the gyromagnetic ratio γ and the Gilbert damping parameter β . To
obtain He f f , the total magnetic energy Etotal of an electrode can be de-
scribed by128

Etotal � EExchange�EUniaxial �EZeeman�EDemag�Emagnetoelastic(3.11)

He f f � �
1
µ0

∂Etotal

∂M
(3.12)
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Figure 3.7.: Resistance of TMR sensors with magnetostrictive sensing elec-
trodes as a function of applied strain. a) Using the inverse magnetostrictive
effect, the magnetization of an electrode rotates when strain is applied. This
results in a change of tunneling current in the magnetic tunneling junction. Us-
ing a 4-point bending apparatus, the resistance of a 10µm� 10µm sized TMR
sensor is measured as a function of the applied strain revealing a high gauge
factor of over 800. Reproduced with permission from A. Tavassolizadeh.8 b)
To apply magnetostrictive tunneling junctions to an AFM cantilever, the re-
sistance change must be measured with high precision at a low bias voltage at
the TMR sensor of 10 mV. This requires a low noise, high gain and bandwidth
amplifier with the TMR sensor in a Wheatstone bridge configuration. To ful-
fill these requirements, the design has to be compact to be integrated as close
as possible to the TMR sensor.
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in an equilibrium magnetization configuration. To change the magneti-
zation of one electrode, the total magnetic energy has to be modified. To
discuss the influence of Etotal on He f f , the individual terms of Etotal can be
discussed. The exchange energy EExchange has to be constant, because it
describes the overlap of adjacent atoms in the electrode.129 The uniaxial
energy is the crystalline anisotropy due to the crystallographic directions
of the electrode. The magnetization of a crystalline electrode prefers to
align along certain crystalline axes which are often referred as the easy
axes.130 As the atomic and crystalline structure will not change, also the
corresponding energies can be assumed as a constant. The Zeeman energy
is the potential energy of a magnetization configuration in an externeal field.
As the external field is kept constant during the measurement, also the Zee-
man energy is a constant. The magnetostatic energy refers to domain wall
formation within the ferromagnetic electrode which can reduce the total
magnetic energy. Therefore, a single domain electrode is assured during
the measurements by a saturation of the electrode along the easy axes with
a high bias field before measurements. The magnetoelastic energy can be
changed by applying strain due to the inverse magnetostrictive effect. The
magnetoelastic energy has been found to be highly strain dependent131

Emagnetoelastic � �
3
2

λisoσ cos2 �Θ� (3.13)

σ � εE (3.14)

with the isotropic saturation magnetostriction λiso, the stress σ , strain
ε , Young’s modulus E and the angle Θ between the magnetization M and
the direction of the stress. As the magnetoelastic energy is the only energy
which can be varied by strain, this energy is the only energy influencing the
effective field He f f .

Because of the inverse magnetostrictive effect,130 the magnetization of
the electrodes rotates when they are strained. To use this effect for strain
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3.2. Magnetoresistive Strain Sensors

sensing, only one electrode must rotate when strain is applied to the junc-
tion. Therefore, the magnetic tunneling junction has to be included into a
TMR stack, which includes contact electrodes and a pinning mechanism
to fix the magnetization of one electrode. One of the two electrodes is
used as a reference layer while the second electrode is free to rotate. To
fix the magnetization of the so called reference layer, it is pinned to an ar-
tificial antiferromagnet. The exchange bias between the antiferromagnet
and the reference layer fixates the magnetization of the reference layer. If
the reference layer has a fixed magnetization, the resistance of the tunnel-
ing junction can be tuned by rotation the magnetization of the free sensing
layer. Using the inverse magnetostrictive effect in the sensing layer makes
the TMR stack sensitive to applied strain. The stack was grown on sili-
con wafer level by Karsten Rott and Günter Reiss at Bielefeld University.
Subsequently, the wafer was processed into AFM cantilevers with highly
sensitive TMR strain sensors by Ali Tavassolizadeh at Christian-Albrechts-
University zu Kiel. In Fig. 3.7 a), the resistance to strain response of such a
sensor on the wafer is given. Using such TMR cantilevers in an AFM can
thereby greatly simplify the design of an instrument as shown in Fig. 3.8.
During the design of an AFM with a laser beam deflection setup, most ef-
fort has to be spend on designing the optical read-out. Using self-sensing
cantilevers greatly reduce the effort. A good measure is the amount of
parts, which has to be machined for the AFM with the optical read-out and
for the AFM, which can be operated with self-sensing cantilevers only. In
the instrument presented earlier in this chapter, the optical read-out only is
assembled out of 48 specifically machined parts. However, to obtain a high
TMR ratio, a low bias voltage is needed. Zhang and White132 pointed out
in 1998, that the tunneling current is strongly temperature and bias voltage
dependent. They propose a two step tunneling via defect states in the tun-
neling barrier which is spin independent. These defect states thereby are
governed by the Fermi-Dirac function
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f �E� � 1
1�exp��Ec�E�~kBTe f f � , (3.15)

with the energy level of the defect state E, the energy level of the barrier
conduction band edge Ec, the Boltzmann constant kB and the effective bar-
rier temperature Te f f . The effective temperature is found as a function of
both, the temperature T and bias voltage U :

kBTe f f �

¼�CkBT�2
��eV1 exp�U~V2��2 (3.16)

with the free parameters V1, V2 and C representing material properties of
the barrier.

Therefore, small bias voltages of 10 mV are used in this work. Addi-
tionally, even small voltages of a few millivolt generate high electric fields
on the nanometer thick barrier increasing the risk of discharge and destroy-
ing the junction. However, this leads to small tunneling currents which are
hard to measure. In contrast to the measurement show in Fig. 3.7 a) which
is done with a long integration time constant and low pass filtering, this
type of measurement is not suitable for an application on AFM cantilevers.
The read-out of magnetic tunneling junction read-heads in hard drives is
done very fast. However, in a hard drive, there are only two different states
of magnetization. In the AFM, not only two different states must be ob-
served, but also all states in between the parallel and antiparallel state. This
can be achieved by using the TMR sensor in a Wheatstone bridge config-
uration with an attached high gain and bandwidth amplifier. As the bridge
voltage using a bias voltage of only 10 mV will only vary by a few nano-
volts for small deflections of the cantilever and, therefore, small resistance
variations, the amplifier also has to show a low intrinsic noise level. This
requires as less components as possible (as every component adds intrin-
sic noise) and short wires between TMR sensor, bridge and amplifier as
they act as antennas picking up RF-noise (see Fig. 3.7 b)). As a result, the
cantilever is mounted on a printed circuit board and connected via wire-
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Figure 3.8.: Comparison of the large area AFM with optical read-out and a
TMR sensor read-out. Using cantilevers with integrated sensing elements can
greatly simplify the instrumentation design. On the left, a photograph of the
AFM with the large area scanner and the optical read-out is shown. Next to it
and in the zoom on the right, a compact design using the 5�5�5µm3 open
loop scanner is show. This instrument has no optical read-out and fully relies
on cantilevers with TMR sensors.

bonds to the integrated amplifier. The low bias voltage can potentially be
increased in further experiments to increase the signal-to-noise ratio even
as this will reduce the TMR ratio to optimize the electric working point of
the sensor.

3.3. Thermoresistive Sensors

To measure thermal transport on the nanoscale, experimental methods are
certainly at their infancy. Scanning thermal microscopy,11 which is adapted
from atomic force microscopy is a promising microscopy technique to in-
vestigate thermal transport on extremely small scales as it is the only ex-
perimental technique with nanometer-scale spatial resolution in thermal
imaging. The key element in scanning thermal microscopy is a sharp tip
probing the heat flux during scanning over a sample. As scanning ther-
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mal microscopy is similar to atomic force microscopy, models describing
the contact mechanics can also be used for thermal analysis. Compared to
atomic force microscopy cantilevers, a temperature sensor is integrated into
the cantilever next to the tip. The cantilevers temperature is measured by
measuring the temperature dependent electrical resistance of the integrated
sensor. While the cantilever is heated with a constant power, its temper-
ature is measured. This technique is sensitive to heat flux variations due
to thermal conductance variations between tip and sample. Because of the
small dimensions of the thermal probe, its heat capacity is also very small
and it can, therefore, change its temperature very fast. Its time constant to
thermally equilibriate the tip and sensor, which limits the bandwidth of the
scanning thermal microscope, is approximately 50kHz9 and sensitive to the
interface between tip and sample.91

In more detail, a thermoresistive sensor is integrated in the cantilever on
the base of its tip and not only used as a sensing element. It is also used
to heat up the tip with a constant power to bias the thermal measurements.
The probes are home-built at IBM Zurich Research Laboratory and micro-
fabricated out of mono-crystalline silicon10 with sharp tips of typical 500
- 700 nm height (schematically shown in Fig. 3.9 a)). The cantilevers are
highly phosphorus doped (1020 at~cm3) for good electric conductivity and
a lower nominal doping density of 5�1017 at~cm3 in a 4µm�6µm�200nm
large volume at the tips base forming the heater/sensor with a temperature
dependent electrical resistance of few kΩ. The tips used in the measure-
ments presented in Chap. 5 are typically conical with a spherical tip apex
for a good thermal conductance of the tip and a spring constant of around
0.3N~m. A scanning electron microscopy micrograph of a tip used in the
experiments of Chap. 5.2.5 is shown in Fig. 3.9 c). Quantitative thermal
measurements are complicated, as energy in the form of heat can be trans-
ported by all materials, all states of matter and even radiation. Quantitative
experiments must, therefore, been carried out in vacuum to suppress heat
flux from the heated region to the sample via surrounding air. At vacuum
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Figure 3.9.: a) Schematic of cantilever and heater/sensor. During the experi-
ment, the low doped heater/sensor (red) is electrically heated with constant
electrical power. b) Circuit for the heater/sensor read-out. The electrical
power dissipated in the heater/sensor is determined by the current (via the
voltage drop at the series resistor of 2kΩ) and the precise measurement of the
voltage drop over the lever by combining Vlev and Vamp. c) SEM micrograph
of a tip used for thermal measurements. The micrograph was recorded after
several experiments and shows no sign of contamination or traces of blunting
at the apex. A relatively blunt spherical tip is in good agreement to the as-
sumptions in the applied contact model. (Image courtesy: Bernd Gotsmann,
IBM-Zurich) d) Heater/sensor resistance as a function of the temperature. By
measuring the current voltage response (I �V -curve) of the heater/sensor, its
temperature can be determined by the temperature-dependent electrical resis-
tance of the heater/sensor.

conditions, the heat is only conducted along 3 heat paths: the tip-sample-
path, along the cantilever and via radiation. The heat transfer via radiation
can be neglected, because it is at least 3 orders of magnitude smaller than
the tip-sample conductances.133 The overall thermal conductance of the
cantilever in vacuum can be measured to be around 4.3µWK�1, while the
tip is not in contact with a sample.
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3.3.1. Temperature Calibration

For a quantitative analysis of the measured heat flux, the heater/sensor is
calibrated by measuring its electrical resistance as a function of the temper-
ature by its current-voltage response (I�V curve) of the heater/sensor9, 12, 134

(see Fig. 3.9 d)). Assuming that all electrical power is dissipated in the
heater/sensor, the increase of power dissipated results in an increase of
the electrical resistance due to the increased scattering of carriers in the
heater/sensor (ohmic response of the thermoresistor). With rising tem-
perature, the number of thermally generated carriers in the semiconductor
rises over the number of dopants and decreases the electrical resistance for
higher temperatures. The temperature at the maximum electrical resistance
is a function of the doping density135 and occurs for the heater/sensor used
in this work at TRmax � 550XC. This characteristic maximum resistance
for the given doping density can be used as calibration reference. As the
I �V -curve is measured with the tip not in contact with a sample and at
vacuum conditions, the temperature Theater for the maximum electrical re-
sistance is given by Theater � TRmax � 550XC by knowing the doping level
of the heater. Using the specific temperature TRmax and the temperature of
the lab TLab, the thermal conductance of the cantilever can be calculated by
Gth � PRmax~�TRmax�TLab�. Assuming the heat flux Q̇ equals the electric
input power P into the heater and the heat flux away from the heater be-
ing independent from the heater temperature, the heater temperature can be
expressed using a linear scaling from the electrical input power:

Theater � TLab�
�TRmax�TLab�

PRmax
�P � TLab�

1
Gth

P (3.17)

This implicitly assumes that the thermal conductance Gth is independent
of the heater/sensor temperature Theater. When checking all of these as-
sumptions by measuring the temperature by independent means, Menges
et al.12 found that the resulting systematic error is below measurement
errors and fabrication tolerances given a relative temperature resolution
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(sensitivity) of � 0.5mK with an absolute uncertainty (accuracy) of about
30 %. For a precise measurement of the electrical power dissipated in the
heater, a high precision series resistor is used while the voltage drop over
the heater/sensor is determined by a combination of a direct measurement
across the heater/sensor and an amplified read-out of a balanced Wheat-
stone bridge configuration (see Fig. 3.9 b)). The read-out is quite similar
to the read-out of the TMR-Sensors described in Chap. 3.2.2, however, one
major difference has to be pointed out. For quantitative analysis, the ab-
solute electrical resistance of the sensing element has to be measured very
precisely. For the TMR-Sensors, a relative resistance change was sufficient.
Therefore, the amplified voltage of the Wheatstone bridge was monitored
for precise measurements of variations. Additionally the resistance was
measured directly. Combining both, the direct measurement with the pre-
cise relative measurement, results in a high precision measurement of the
absolute resistance.

A shortened version of the first part of this chapter is in preparation

as the article "A Novel Scanning Probe Microscope for Self-Sensing Can-

tilevers Using a Nested Dual Large Area Scanner", T. Meier, A. Förste, A.

Tavasollizadeh, K. Rott, G. Reiss, E. Quandt, D. Meyners, R. Gröger, T.

Schimmel and H. Hölscher: Review of Scientific Instruments (2014).
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Even though atomic force microscopy is a versatile tool for modern nan-
otechnology,82, 55, 83, 84 still most commercial instruments rely on external
deflection sensors to sens the deflection of mass fabricated micro machined
cantilevers. Optical deflection sensors are not only bulky compared to in-
struments relying on self sensing cantilevers (see Fig. 3.8), they can also
influence the cantilever deflection6 and interfere with the sample and other
characterization methods.7 To avoid photo bleaching and background flu-
orescence, instruments specialized for biological samples often use lasers
in the infrared regime for a beam deflection setup. However, using wave-
lengths invisible to the eye requires the use of additional equipment for
alignment. The concept of self-sensing cantilevers based on magnetic tun-
neling junctions as it is presented in this chapter can help to overcome these
issues as they show sufficient sensitivity for use in atomic force micro-
scopes. The application of magnetostrictive materials as strain sensors has
been proven by Mamin et al.136, 137 while magnetoresistive displacement
sensing was employed by Sahoo et al.138 to atomic force microscopy.

Here, the integration of self-sensing cantilevers based on magnetostric-
tive tunnel magnetoresistance sensors (TMR) to atomic force microscopy
is introduced since they offer high strain sensitivity111 and remarkable
miniaturizing opportunities.112 This makes them a promising alternative
to already employed piezoresistive92, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 139 and piezoelectric sen-
sors.93, 98 The magnetostrictive TMR sensor consists out of two ferromag-
netic layers, the so-called reference and sensing layer, separated by an
insulating tunneling barrier. The reference layer is magnetically pinned to
an artificial antiferromagnet sandwiched by the exchange bias effect to a
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Figure 4.1.: a) A schematic of a self-sensing microcantilever based on mag-
netostrictive TMR sensors. Upward deflection causes tensile stress σ on the
bottom side of the cantilever. This is detected by a resistance change of the de-
flection TMR sensor. The TMR sensor on the cantilever chip is not subjected
to stress and can be used as a reference. b) A scanning electron microscopy
image (bottom view) of a self-sensing microcantilever including two TMR
sensors on the cantilever and its chip. Reproduced with permission from A.
Tavassolizadeh.8

natural antiferromagnet. The magnetostrictive sensing layer on the other
hand is free to rotate. As the TMR effect is a spin-dependent electron tun-
neling phenomenon, the tunnel resistance depends on the angle φ between
the magnetizations of these two ferromagnetic layers. Due to the inverse
magnetostrictive effect, induced strain rotates the easy axis of the positive
magnetostrictive sensing layer and varies thereby the tunnel resistance.

4.1. Integration of Magnetic Tunneling Junctions to
Microfabricated Cantilevers

The fabrication of the cantilevers with TMR sensors was done by Ali Tavas-
solizadeh and Dirk Meyners at Christian-Albrechts-University in Kiel, Ger-
many, while the deposition of the TMR stack was done by Karsten Rott and
Günther Reiss at Bielefeld University, Germany, within a joint DFG project.
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The incorporation of TMR sensors into AFM cantilevers is thereby con-
ceived over a sequence of MEMS techniques in order to ensure durability of
TMR sensors properties within the fabrication process. The TMR-stack is
grown by sputtering techniques on a 4�� Si(100) wafer substrate with 300�
2µm thickness (Si-Mat Silicon Materials, Germany). It is covered with
2µm-thick and 100 nm-thick silicon dioxide, which is thermally grown on
the back and front side, respectively. The process starts with transferring
windows into the backside silicon dioxide layer for later anisotropic etching
of silicon by means of photolithography and reactive ion etching (RIE). On
the front side of the wafer, the TMR stack is deposited using a sputtering
system with a base pressure of 2� 10�7 mbar.

The TMR stack thereby not only consist out of two ferromagnetic layers
and a tunneling barrier but also out of electric contacts, an antiferromagnet
providing the exchange bias and interface layers. The layers of the stack
are: Ta (5 nm) / Ru (30 nm) / Ta (10 nm) / Ru (5 nm) / MnIr (12 nm) / CoFe
(3 nm) / Ru (0.9 nm) / CoFeB (3 nm) / MgO (1.8 nm) / CoFeB (3 nm) / Ta
(5 nm) / Ru (5 nm). The reference layer of this stack is the MnIr (12 nm) /
CoFe (3 nm) / Ru (0.9 nm) / CoFeB (3 nm) section. While the MnIr serves
as a antiferromagnet coupled to the CoFe, the coupling to the CoFeB elec-
trode can be tuned by the thickness of the Ru spacer. Furthermore, an an-
nealing step is carried out at about 360 XC for 1 h at a pressure of 10�6 mbar
under a magnetic field of 2 kOe. This procedure leads to crystallization of
the CoFeB layers and to smooth CoFeB/MgO interfaces.140 It also aligns
the easy axis of the sensing layer and pins the reference layer due to the
imposed magnetic exchange bias.141 As the TMR sensor must be sensi-
tive to both tensile and compressive stress, the reference layer is aligned
in a 45X angle towards the cantilever axis. In a next step, TMR sensors
with sizes between 10µm� 10µm to 37µm� 37µm are defined together
with the required contact pads by photolithography, ion beam etching, and
lift-off techniques. Back-side alignment is performed to pattern the TMR
sensors at the fixed end and the support chip of the future cantilevers. As
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depicted in Fig. 4.1 the first TMR sensor experiences maximal strain dur-
ing bending while the second sensor is fixed and only incorporated as a
reference sensor for optional differential measurements.

TMR and RA values of the final sensors measured in magnetic field
loops under a 10 mV bias voltage were 120 % to 220 % and 14 kΩµm2 to
61 kΩµm2, respectively. The fabrication proceeds on the back side with sil-
icon anisotropic etching up to 280µm in depth through the initially opened
windows by 40 % KOH at 80 XC. Finally, cantilevers are released by an-
other photolithography and RIE process applied on the front side. The can-
tilevers used in this study were 300µm to 700µm long, 20µm to 50µm
wide, and 10µm to 20µm thick. The cantilevers are designed relatively
thick to avoid pre-bending and pre-strain after the complete fabrication pro-
cess.

4.2. Strain Sensitivity and Contact Mode AFM Imaging

As depicted in Fig. 4.1 a) this detection principle of a magnetostrictive TMR
sensor can be easily applied to measure the bending of a AFM cantilever.
The alignment of the initial easy axis of the sensing layer is set to 45X

against the applied stress. In this way the TMR sensor is sensitive to both
compressive and tensile stress which is required for essentially all modes
of AFM.142 In particular, TMR sensors with CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB magnetic
tunnel junction are well known for their very high TMR values.143 In ad-
dition, the use of a Co40Fe40B20 sensing layer leads to high strain sensitiv-
ity as demonstrated in Fig. 3.7 a). Those measurements, however, are done
with a 4-point bending apparatus and a magnetic bias field of 60 Oe perpen-
dicular to the magnetization of the pinned reference layer and with tensile
stress applied to the junction. On the cantilever level, not only tensile but
also compressive stress occurs. Assuming single domain behavior of the
two ferromagnetic layers and cosine dependence of the conductance G, the
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Figure 4.2.: Analysis of the sensitivity of a TMR sensor as a function of the
direction of the bias field. a) The cantilever is oscillated at its resonance fre-
quency while the amplitude is monitored with the beam deflection setup. In
parallel, the resistance of the TMR sensor is measured while the direction of
the bias field is varied. b) The oscillation of the cantilever is quantified by the
beam deflection setup and causes strain in the cantilever at the TMR sensor
position. In this notation, tensile stress corresponds to positive strain. The
resistance change of the 27µm� 27µm sized TMR sensor can be correlated
to the applied strain. c) The resistance change as a function of strain is ex-
emplary plotted for four different angles of the bias field. The bias field has
a strong influence on the strain sensitivity of the TMR sensor as well as the
direction of the applied stress. d) The normalized sensitivity as a function of
the incident angle of the bias field. As the easy axis is oriented 45X towards
the cantilever, the easy axis is also aligned 45X toward the applied stress. The
sensitivity response is symmetrical with respect to the easy axis (EA).
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angle φ between their magnetizations can be obtained from the relation144

R�φ� � 1
G�φ� � R�

1� Rap�Rp
Rap�Rp

cos�φ� , (4.1)

where Rp, R� and Rap are the resistance in parallel, perpendicular and an-
tiparallel state, respectively.

To achieve a high resistance change per angle of the magnetization and
thereby a high strain sensitivity, the sensing layer has to be rotated with
respect to the reference layer. This can be achieved with the magnetic bias
field. The field thereby has to be strong enough to rotate the sensing layer
but weak enough to allow strain induced rotation of sensing layer. The op-
timum of the field strength for this particular TMR stack has been found at
60 Oe. However, the angular dependence of the applied bias field is still an
open question. As the setup of the AFM allow both, the measurement of the
cantilever deflection by independent means and the response of the TMR
sensor as a function of the angle of the magnetic bias field, the field can be
varied while the optimum is found. The resistance of the 27µm� 27µm
sized TMR sensor changes under the applied tensile stress induced by os-
cillating the cantilever at its resonance frequency (see Fig. 4.2 a) and b)).
The deflection of the cantilever is directly measured with the beam deflec-
tion setup of the AFM. With the deflection, the strain at the base of the
cantilever can be approximated using Hooke’s law E �

σ

ε
with the applied

stress and the Young’s modulus:

ε �
σ

E
�

6lk
ba2E

∆z (4.2)

k �
Eba3

4l3 (4.3)

using the the length l, width b, height a and the displacement ∆z of the
rectangular cantilever. In Fig. 4.2 c) the sensor response for four chosen
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4.2. Strain Sensitivity and Contact Mode AFM Imaging

field angles is given. The strain sensitivity (slope of the sensor response)
varies quite significantly with the incident angle of the magnetic field. The
sensor also shows a higher sensitivity for tensile strain which can be used
in pre-strained junctions or to distinguish between compressive and tensile
stress for spectroscopy applications. The normalized sensitivity as a func-
tion of the angle is given in the logarithmic polar plot of Fig. 4.2 d). The
TMR junctions with a squared geometry used in this work show the highest
strain sensitivity at a bias field angle α of 115X towards the initial magne-
tization of the reference layer. The angle α is therby defined as the angle
between the easy axis and the bias field in the range of 0X to 180X. The
angle of the bias field was varied in 5X steps while the TMR sensor was
saturated along the easy axis between each angle variation. For symmetry
reasons, the behavior of the TMR sensor can be assumed to have the same
sensitivity for negative values of α , however, the signal from the TMR sen-
sor is inverted with respect to the signal for positive values of α .

Such sensors are indeed more suitable for AFM purpose than the gi-
ant magnetoresistive sensor with a gauge factor of 150 used by Mamin et

al.136 as the TMR sensors used here show a gauge factor of up to 820 (see
Fig. 3.7 a)). In order to use the cantilevers with integrated TMR sensors as
self-sensing cantilevers, contact mode AFM was tested first. The measure-
ment of the relative resistance change of the TMR sensor was realized by its
integration into a Wheatstone bridge configuration with 20 mV bias voltage.
The voltage drop on the TMR sensor is in the unstrained configuration at
10 mV and the bridge is kept balanced. The voltage between the midpoints
was amplified by 60 dB and low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of
300 kHz. This read-out of the TMR sensor was directly fed into an analog-
digital converter of the AFM controller. For contact mode measurements
shown in the following, a bias field of 60 Oe was applied perpendicular to
the magnetization of the reference layer and the read-out of the TMR sensor
was recorded in parallel to the conventional optical beam-deflection signal.
In this way, one of both signals can be arbitrarily chosen for the feedback
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Figure 4.3.: Comparison of force vs. distance curves simultaneously mea-
sured with the optical beam deflection system (left) and the TMR sensor
(right). The hysteresis between the approach and retraction curves for the
TMR sensor is probably caused by magnetic hysteresis effects in the sens-
ing electrode. The dashed line in the TMR curve represents a sensitivity of
3.9� 10�6/Å. The axis on top shows nominal strain acting on the TMR sen-
sor. The topography images and line sections of a PMMA line grating are
recorded with a tipless cantilever subsequently on the same sample position
with the feedback on the beam deflection and the TMR sensor. After the first
scan with the feedback on the beam deflection, the image recorded with the
TMR sensor reveals some damages on the sample caused by drag forces dur-
ing the first scan. As the PMMA sample is relatively soft, the topography was
modified during the first scan and the subsequent image (with the feedback on
the TMR sensor) is different as it reveals kinks at the walls of the grating.
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4.2. Strain Sensitivity and Contact Mode AFM Imaging

during scanning of the sample. The bias field angle is chosen different from
the angle for the maximum strain sensitivity. In this way, the sensing layer
is not aligned for maximum strain sensitivity in the unstrained configuration
but for a strained configuration which is an advantage in contact mode.

The bending of the cantilever was measured during its approach and re-
traction towards the sample surface (force vs. distance curve). Figure 4.3
displays the simultaneous read-out of the TMR sensor and the beam de-
flection system. A comparably large travel of the z-piezo (about 6µm) was
chosen in order to monitor the resistance change also for high strains in
the TMR sensor. The strain response from the TMR sensor shows a clear
non-linear response to the applied strain which could possibly be related to
a magnetic saturation in the direction of the stressanisotropy. In this par-
ticular case, the highest sensitivity of the TMR sensor can be observed for
a strain of 0.02 %. The minor hysteresis observed for the TMR sensor is
probably caused by magnetic hysteresis of the sensing electrode. The de-
flection signal is roughly linear for the optical beam-deflection while a non-
linear relation to the applied z-displacement of the TMR sensor (∆R~R) is
revealed. However, the deflection of the cantilever during those force vs.
distance curves is large compared to the typical deflection below 100 nm
during most AFM experiments. On this deflection ranges, a roughly linear
sensor response can be assumed.

From the force vs. distance curves in Fig. 4.3, the deflection sensitiv-
ity (relative change in resistance divided by the cantilever deflection) can
be calculated. The maximum value obtained from the displayed data is
about 3.9� 10�6/Å (see dashed line in Fig. 4.3). This value is already better
than previously reported values for metallic based145 and semiconductor
based146, 147, 148, 149 piezoresistive sensors which are specifically optimized
as strain sensors in AFM cantilevers.

Scanning in contact mode with a self-sensing TMR cantilever is pre-
sented in Fig. 4.3 on a PMMA grating. As the first cantilevers manufactured
for this project had no integrated tips, one of the cantilever apexes was used
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4. Magnetostrictive Sensing

for scanning.150 However, as the cantilevers width is around 50µm, high
drag forces between cantilever and sample occur. To compare the image
quality in contact mode, the sample was first scanned with the feedback on
the laser beam deflection setup. In a second scan on the same sample posi-
tion, the feedback was switched to the TMR sensor. As the PMMA sample
is relatively soft, the topography was damaged during the first scan (with
the feedback on the laser beam deflection) and the subsequent image (with
the feedback on the TMR sensor) is different as it is revealing kinks at the
walls of the grating. Both images show the same imaging quality for the
feedback on either the TMR sensor and the laser beam deflection.

4.3. Dynamic Mode Imaging

To reduce drag forces, the AFM was switched to amplitude modulation.
Still using the same sample system, Fig. 4.4 shows a comparison of the
results obtained in dynamic mode (amplitude modulation) with the TMR
and optical read-out.

In this case, the scanning in the dynamic mode is not effecting the sam-
ple due to the absence of friction forces. The resonance curves (amplitude
and phase) shown on the top of the Fig. 4.4 are nearly the same for both
detection principles. Since the oscillation amplitudes commonly used in
amplitude modulation mode are considerably smaller as the piezo move-
ment applied in the force-vs.-displacement curves presented in Fig. 4.3, the
nonlinearity of the TMR sensor is negligible in this mode. The oscilla-
tion amplitude of both the beam deflection read-out and the TMR sensor
are given in volts as the raw signal from the detector. The oscillation of
the cantilever (in nanometer) is in both cases the same as both curves are
recorded in parallel. The different absolute scales in the amplitude is, there-
fore, related to different gains in the PSD read-out electronics and the TMR
read-out electronics. Consequently, the quality factors calculated from the
two amplitude curves are of the same order (QLaser � 190 and QTMR � 200).
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Figure 4.4.: Amplitude modulation mode imaging with beam deflection (left)
and TMR sensor (right). On top are the resonance curves simultaneously mea-
sured by both read-outs. The topography images of an optical grating are
displayed at the bottom and were subsequently recorded at the same sample
position using the conventional beam deflection and the TMR sensor signal as
feedback, respectively. Line sections taken from the same positions are shown
at the bottom of the two AFM images and reveal that the data quality obtained
with both sensors is the same. As no drag forces occur in amplitude modu-
lation mode, the grating structure is not damaged like in the previous contact
mode imaging.
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The difference in the Q-factors might thereby be related to the different
strain sensitivity for tensile and compressive stress like shown in Fig. 4.2,
but more likely, the difference is caused by the scattering of subsequent
measurements of the resonance curves. This scatter is typically around
10 % for subsequent resonance measurements.

During scanning the cantilever was mechanically oscillated at its me-
chanical fundamental resonance ( fd = 123.5 kHz). Again, the topography
images of the PMMA grating were subsequently recorded at the same sam-
ple position with a feedback on the conventional beam deflection and TMR
sensor, respectively. The absence of friction forces enables a stable imag-
ing over multiple scans without damaging the sample. Additionally, the
"tip"-sample interaction is now confined on one apex of the cantilever beam
which allows to image finer structure details. The data quality observed in
the topography of the PMMA grating imaged with the feedback on the
TMR sensor in amplitude modulation mode is the same than the quality of
the beam deflection setup. The measured height and width of the grating
are identical and the same tiny details can be found in both images.

For an increased lateral resolution, however, the contact geometry be-
tween cantilever and tip has to be improved. Using electron beam deposi-
tion, tips can manually been grown on the apex of the cantilever.151 The use
of manually grown tips allows high lateral resolution as tip radii of down to
30 nm have been achieved here. As an additional advantage, the fabrication
process of the TMR cantilevers must not be modified as the tip growth can
be done afterwards. The growth of tips has been done by Dirk Meyners at
Christian-Albrechts-University Kiel.

Using self-sensing cantilevers with attached tips, the sensitivity of the
cantilevers can be investigated further. Using the small scan-size open-loop
scanner, features on smaller scales can be investigated. The ultimate chal-
lenge in terms of sensitivity using strain sensing cantilevers is the imaging
of atomic step edges. As setups with a beam deflection system can rou-
tinely image such small features, only the ability of the TMR sensor to
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Figure 4.5.: With manually grown tips by focused ion beam deposition, the
lateral resolution of the cantilevers is significantly improved. Amplitude mod-
ulation mode imaging with the feedback on the TMR sensor reveals atomic
step-edges on gold(111) terraces. In the lower section of the scan image how-
ever, it appears that the tip geometry or cantilever properties have changed
significantly and disable a stable imaging of the sample. As shown in the
SEM micrographs (Image courtesy: Dirk Meyners and Ali Tavissolizadeh,
CAU Kiel), the tips are grown on the apex of the cantilever. The sharp tips
(rTip � 30nm) however can easily break during scanning as revealed by SEM.
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reveal such features is of interest. Figure 4.5 shows such atomic step edges
on gold(111) terraces. This image was obtained in amplitude modulation
with the feedback on the TMR sensor. The applied bias field was cho-
sen for maximum strain sensitivity for the unstrained sensor at 60 Oe and
α � 115X. With those parameters, the atomic step edges of 2.54 Å height
are resolved. The image was scanned downwards from the top. As the apex
of the tip used in this scan was a fine rod of 30 nm in diameter and 500 nm
in length, it was a very unstable tip. In the lower section of the image, the
tip geometry is significantly changed and makes the last scanlines blurry.

For dynamic mode experiments, not only amplitude signals are of high
interest. Also contrasts in the phase shift signals are highly interesting as
they provide information of the energy dissipation between the tip and the
underlying material152 and therefore can be used to visualize chemical con-
trasts153 (see Chap. 2.1.2). To pattern samples with low topographic con-
trast but high chemical contrast, polymer blend lithography like described
in Chap. 2.2.1 was used. Especially self-assembled monolayers of FDTS
(1H,1H,2H,2H - perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane) are well known for their
hydrophobic surfaces. In contrast, SiOx is very hydrophilic compared to
the FDTS-SAM. The SAM-formation and patterning by polymer blend
lithography of FDTS on SiOx wafers is also well documented in litera-
ture.51 The FDTS hereby form a monolayer of 1.3 nm height. This surface
morphology has a strong influence on the thickness of the water film22 on
those surfaces. If exposed to ambient conditions with a relative humidity
of around 40 %, topographic contrast on those sample systems disappear
in amplitude modulation imaging due to the various thickness of the water
films on FDTS and SiOx and, therefore, a huge variation in capillary forces.
However, as shown in Fig. 4.6 a) the difference of the energy dissipation be-
tween the two materials is still measurable. On this sample, the holes in the
FDTS-SAM are visible as bright spots in the phase signal. Additionally, the
quality factor of the cantilever used for this measurement, was extremely
high with values around 1200. As discussed in Chap. 2.1.2, for samples
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Figure 4.6.: Dynamic mode imaging of FDTS-SAM with TMR sensor with
the feedback on amplitude and phase. a) Amplitude modulation mode imag-
ing of FDTS-SAM in SiOx with TMR sensor. The SAM has been patterned
by polymer blend lithography. As the SiOx is very hydrophilic and the FDTS
in contrast is very hydrophobic, the topography of such samples are normally
invisible to amplitude modulation AFM, especially if the sample is exposed
to environments with a humidity above 40 %. However, the phase contrast
still reveals the different materials of the sample due to different energy dis-
sipation between tip and sample. b) As the dissipation is the more sensitive
signal, frequency modulation AFM can reveal the topography of the sample.
As the cantilevers resonance frequency is feed back to the driving signal by an
additional loop, the phase contrast vanishes and is constant at 90X, while the
topography with the holes in the SAM is revealed.
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with high contrast for dissipative tip-sample interactions and high quality
factors, frequency modulation imaging can be an advantage.

As the AFM is more sensitive to phase contrast on this sample system,
the feedback loop can be readjusted for a constant frequency shift instead of
the amplitude feedback. In Fig. 4.6 b), the same sample used in amplitude
modulation was scanned in frequency modulation. As the self-excitation
loop feeds back the cantilevers resonance frequency to the driving signal
by a feedback loop on the phase signal to keep the phase at 90X phase shift;
the contrast in phase signal disappears. During the readjustments in the
feedback loop, the tip has to be lifted of the sample. After approaching to
the sample, the tip position on the sample was slightly changed compared
to the previous scan. In this scan, the topography of the sample can be
revealed clearly while the phase shows no contrast as it is kept constant by
a feedback loop during scanning.

4.4. Conclusion and Outlook

In summary, micro-machined AFM cantilevers with integrated TMR sen-
sors enable the self-detection of the cantilever bending with a sensitivity of
3.9� 10�6/Å which is superior to piezoelectric and piezoresistive sensors.
The successful recording of force vs. distance curves and topography im-
ages demonstrates that the classical optical beam deflection method can be
replaced by this type of cantilevers. The sensitivity of the TMR sensor can
be tuned by a magnetic bias field and adjusted for optimal sensitivity for
the desired operational mode. In contact mode AFM, this behavior can be
utilized to adjust the working point of the sensor in a way, that it shows the
highest sensitivity for a strained state when the tip is approached. Addi-
tionally, strain sensitive TMR cantilever are also suitable for dynamic oper-
ation in amplitude modulation as well as for phase locked experiments. By
growing tips by electron beam deposition to the cantilevers, a high spatial
resolution is achieved. Additionally, atomic step edges of gold(111) and
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self assembled monolayers can be imaged with such cantilevers. However,
ongoing studies have to extend the application of TMR-based self-sensing
cantilevers to other environments (liquids and vacuum) and eliminate the
current need of a magnetic bias field during operation.

A shortened version of the first part of this chapter has been published

as the article "Self-Sensing Atomic Force Microscopy Cantilevers Based on

Tunnel Magnetoresistance Sensors", A. Tavasollizadeh, T. Meier, K. Rott,

G. Reiss, E. Quandt, H. Hölscher and D. Meyners: Applied Physics Letters

102, 153104 (2013).
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5. Thermal Conductance of Chain-Like
Molecules

For thermal analysis on the nanoscale, scanning thermal microscopy (SThM)
offers the advantages of the high spatial resolution of a scanning probe
method. In modern microprocessors structural details are too small to be
resolved with optical microscopy techniques. Intel microprocessors, for
example, fabricated on the 22 nm node went on sale in April 2012 and will
be replaced by processors fabricated on the 14 nm node in 2014. Interest-
ingly, the limiting factor in performance of modern processors is the dissi-
pation of heat and, therefore, energy efficiency. Thermal probing of such
devices helps to improve performance and reliability. Photothermal spec-
troscopy and microscopy, however, have to break the diffraction-limited
barrier in optical imaging to enable insights into thermal properties of to-
day’s microprocessors. With far field techniques like time-domain ther-
moreflectance,154 the diffraction limit is the barrier for spatial resolution.
In nonmetallic materials, heat is transported by phonons with a wide vari-
ation in frequency and an even larger variation in their mean-free-path of
1�100 nm at room temperature. In modern micro- and nanostructures, the
phonon mean-free-path is, therefore, in the same scale or even larger than
structural features.155 This rises interesting questions on transport mech-
anisms and more fundamental on the definition of temperature at these
scales.

In the field of heat transport, one of the most controversial topics is
on finding analytic descriptions of heat transport in periodic nanoscale
structures. Even by simplifying the geometry to one dimensional linear
spring mass systems, transfer mechanisms, which were first investigated
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by Schrödinger in 191414 and Peierls in 192915 during the last century,
are still frequently studied. In the discussion on transfer mechanisms, one-
dimensional chains of springs and masses are peculiar systems. Although
they are many-particle systems, they do not behave like thermodynamic
ensembles since they do not equilibrate. This leads to unexpected behavior
also in terms of thermal transport like the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam paradox.156

Specifically, 1D chains do not follow Fourier’s law,157, 158

Q̇ � k̄ ©T , (5.1)

equating the heat flux density Q̇ to the constant thermal conductivity k̄ times
the temperature gradient ©T . In the classical 3-dimensional case, the ther-
mal conductivity thereby is defined as the amount of heat flowing through
a plate of a particular area and thickness at a given temperature gradient
between the opposing areas (units W/m� K). However, by only discussing
Fourier’s law in a 1-dimensional case, the heat flux cannot be normalized
on a particular area and the unit of the thermal conductivity is reduced to
W�m/K. Especially, for linear (1D) chains, it is found that the thermal chain
conductance diverges with chain length L� a �N, with N as the number of el-
ements in the chain and a as the distance between two elements, as k�Nα ,
with α A 0, instead of being a material-intrinsic property as required for
Fourier’s law (k = const. or α = 0). After extensive investigation,15, 157, 158

it was concluded from simulations that α = 1/3 is a typical value for long
chains (N A 100). The thermal conductance Gm (units W/K) of a single
chain,

Q̇ � Nα
∆T , (5.2)

�Gm �
Q̇

∆T
�

k
L
�

Nα
∆T

a �N∆T
�Nα�1 , (5.3)
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scales with the 1D-thermal conductivity k, where L is the length of the
chain increasing with N. Therefore, Gm �Nα�1.

Extending this analysis to shorter chains is of high technological rel-
evance.159 For example, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of alkane
chains on surfaces, in particular on silicon chips or gold electrodes an-
chored using trichlorosilane160 and thiol end groups,161 and molecular sys-
tems are excellent candidates for surface modifications to enable electronic
and sensor applications as well as energy conversion, where thermal trans-
port is of high relevance.

Simulations of short chains (N @ 100) indicate that the coupling strength
between the chains and the thermal reservoirs governs157, 162, 163, 164

α-
values ranging from 0 to 1. Indeed, a strong dependence of the conductance
on the coupling of molecular chains (SAMs) to one165, 166 or two thermal
reservoirs167, 168, 169 has been demonstrated experimentally. However, the
length dependence of 1D (or molecular) conductance for short chains is
yet to be fully understood. Molecular dynamics simulations of SAMs164

predict significant phonon interference effects with conductance variations
of about a factor of 3 as a function of N, for N = 3, 8, 16 and 32. In a
more detailed quantum-mechanical simulation, Segal et al.162 also predict
conductance variations in the same order of magnitude, but with a single
maximum at N � 4 and approaching a constant conductance for N A 20 for
a weak coupling of the molecules to the thermal reservoirs and α � 0 for
a strong coupling. In contrast, Duda et al.170 argue that the thermal con-
ductance is fully ballistic and, therefore, is only an interface effect to the
contacts and independent of length (α = 0) for N C 5 because of a length-
independent density of phonon states.

Experimental data of SAMs sandwiched between gold and gallium ar-
senide surfaces167 or between gold and water165 is too scarce to allow the
extraction of a length dependency. The seminal time-resolved flash heat-
ing experiments of SAMs through a gold substrate166 (N = 6 to 24) were
fitted using k�1

� �N �3� for N A 5, implying k�1
� 0 for N B 3 (no thermal
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resistance at all). However, the opposite trend was obtained when measur-
ing and simulating intramolecular equilibration times through alkane link-
ers; namely, a Fourier-like trend (α = 0) for N B 4 and constant conductance
(α = 1) for N = 5 to 8.171

With this vast variation of models and experiments, measuring the ther-
mal conductance along short alkane chains seems like a tempting exper-
iment for testing the limits of the thermoresistive sensing. Additionally,
short alkane chains are a well understood model system to study electri-
cal transport properties with scanning probe methods172 and are in various
configurations commercially available.

5.1. Scanning Thermal Microscopy

On nanoscopic length scales, material properties and transfer mechanisms
can differ from bulk materials. With its high spatial resolution, scanning
probe microscopy has become a powerful tool to investigate mechanical,
chemical, electronic, magnetic and in this case thermal properties on length
scales not accessible by other methods. In electric transport measurements,
scanning probe based measurements have shown to be a valuable tool for
nanoscale electrical characterization,172 as they can also resolve sample
defects. In contrast to electrical transfer, which is limited to materials with
electric carriers, the thermal transfer of energy occurs in all materials. Ad-
ditionally, the second law of thermodynamics requires the dissipation of
energy in the form of heat for all irreversible processes that involve energy
interactions with their surroundings. This is the basic principle of many
physical phenomena like magnetic hysteresis, phase transformations and
electric heating. Because energy in the form of heat can be transported in
all states of matter and by various transport mechanisms, controlling heat
flux especially in nanoscale devices like microchips still remains hard and
is the limiting factor in the evolution of performance.173 Controlling the en-
ergy flux via heat is, therefore, crucial for the measurement of temperature
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and energy transfer. In nanoscale devices, this requires both high spatial
and temporal resolution. Modern time-resolved flash heating experiments
enable a high temporal resolution thanks to femto-second laser pulses, but
with a poor spatial resolution166 due to the diffraction limit. Scanning ther-
mal microscopy (SThM)11 is adapted from atomic force microscopy and
combines therefore its high spatial resolution12 with a intermediate tempo-
ral resolution.9

Like all scanning probe microscopes, scanning thermal microscopy relies
on a sharp tip which is used to probe a samples surface mechanically. Com-
pared to atomic force microscopy, however, scanning thermal microscopy
is highly specialized on probing specific tip-sample interactions, namely
the heat flux between the sharp tip and the sample. The scanning ther-
mal microscope used for the experiments in this chapter, therefore, was de-
signed for high precision measurements of the heat flux by Fabian Menges
et al.13 using a thermoresistive probe integrated into an atomic force mi-
croscopy cantilever at the IBM-Zurich Noise-Free-Labs.174 With the sam-
ple mounted on a 10�10�10µm3 piezo scanner, this allows a high spatial
resolution in thermal means even without a force feedback mechanism to
control tip-sample forces because of a missing optical read-out of the can-
tilever’s deflection in the vacuum operated instrument.

5.2. Experimental Details

5.2.1. One-Dimensional Character of SAMs

To interpret thermal transport in the measurement’s geometry of this exper-
iment (and similar ones described in the literature) there are two questions
to be answered. First, can inter-molecular transport be neglected compared
to transport along the molecular chains? Secondly, is the measured con-
ductance over a small ensemble of molecules probed simultaneously in the
experiment equivalent to the sum of identical molecular contributions?
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To answer the first question, the geometry of the experimental arrange-
ment and the conductivity ratio must be considered. The molecules in the
SAM are relatively upright with an angle of 28X with respect to the surface
normal. This angle increases only moderately by about 10X in the pres-
sure range applied in this experiment.175 Thereby, through all experimental
data, it is considered that the molecules in the contact zone touch both tip
and gold surface. Next, the thermal conductance ratio is considered inde-
pendent from the data obtained in this study. Regardless of whether molec-
ular films are crystalline (as in SAMs) or amorphous (as in polymers), the
thermal transport is found to be dominating along the molecular chains
(intra-molecular) with an at least one order of magnitude smaller conduc-
tion between molecules (inter-molecular),170, 176, 177 justifying their treat-
ment as quasi-1D conductors when the direction of heat flow is along the
chains. The thermal conductance along crystalline polyethylene (PE) along
the molecular direction showed177 a thermal conductivity on the order of
100 W/Km, more than two orders of magnitude larger than in amorphous
PE in which intermolecular transport must be an integral part of transport.
This is consistent with earlier work measuring anisotropy of thermal con-
ductance in stretched polymer films178 resulting in an estimate of a con-
ductance ratio of inter- versus intramolecular conductivity of at least ten.
A high conductivity ratio is plausible because of the difference in bond
strength of van der Waals versus chemical bonds.

Secondly, to be able to treat the measured conductance per area as com-
posed of individual and independent conductance channels per molecule as
predicted from single-molecule simulations, the lateral coherence length lc
of phonons entering the solid-SAM interface from the bulk must be smaller
or comparable to the lateral spacing between the individual molecules to
ensure transport along a single molecular chain. With this assumption,
the measured thermal conductance per area GA can be expressed as a sum
of the thermal conductance per molecule over the number of molecules
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within the contact area GA �
N
P

n�1
Gm,n � N �Gm with the individual ther-

mal conductance Gm,n of the n-th molecule in contact and N molecules
in contact in total. This indeed appears to be the case: using the ve-
locity of sound in gold of c � 3240 m/s, and the temperature T � 300 K,
the coherence length179 in gold is estimated to lc � hc~�kBT� � 0.52 nm.
For silicon, the speed of sound is c � 6084 m/s and the temperature about
T � 520 K and therefore lc � 0.56 nm. These lengths translate into an area
of A � πl2

c ~4 � 2.4�10�19 m2 and 2.1�10�19 m2 for coherent phonons in
silicon and gold, respectively. In comparison, the area per molecule in the
SAM is ASAM � 2.14�10�19 m2. The magnitudes are similar, and the ex-
pected error calculating GA directly into Gm is, therefore, small compared
to the systematic errors, even if more accurate estimations of lc are used.180

GA is thereby the thermal conductance measured per area (within the me-
chanical contact between tip and sample) Gm � ASAM �GA.

5.2.2. Contribution From Tip and Substrate to the Thermal
Resistance

As the tip-sample heat path consists out of 3 thermal resistors in series,
RTip, RSAM, Rsubstrate (see Fig. 5.2 for details), the contributions of tip and
substrate to the measured thermal conductance have to be taken in ac-
count. The thermal conductance of tip and substrate, respectively, are es-
timated using the following assumptions. The contact radius calculated
using the contact model described in Chap. 2.1.1, is on the order of up to
r � 5nm. The conductance due to thermal spreading in gold (assuming dif-
fusive transport of electrons) with k � 318WK�1m�1 at room temperature
can be calculated to be Gth,Au � 4rk � 6.25� 10�6 WK�1, which is about
three orders of magnitude larger than the experimental value of Gth. One
may argue that due to the weak electron-phonon coupling, only the phonon
transport matters at these length scales. Therefore, the phonon contribu-
tion to the conductivity on gold is estimated using the electrical conductiv-
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ity σ � 4�107~�Ω m) and the Wiedemann-Frantz law: kelectronic � LT σ �

292WK�1m�1 using L � 2.44�10�8 WΩK�2. The conductivity kphonon �

k�kelectronic � 26WK�1m�1 therefore corresponds to a phononic spreading
conductance of � 5�10�7WK�1. From the Boltzmann transport equation
one can estimate a phonon mean free path of Λ � 10 nm. Therefore, one can
also use the ballistic approximation GAu,phonon �

3πka2

4Λ
� 1.4�10�6 WK�1,

which is still about two orders of magnitude larger than the measured value
of Gth.

A similar argument applies to silicon. Here, the tip diameter sets the
expected phonon thermal conductivity in the quasi-ballistic regime181 on
the order of 35WK�1m�1, which is on the same order as the gold phonon
thermal conductivity. Accordingly, very similar thermal resistances are es-
timated.

In conclusion, the expected influences from neglecting the thermal re-
sistance of silicon tip and gold substrate are smaller than the scatter in the
experimental data.

5.2.3. Experimental Setup

The experiments were carried out in the noise-free-labs of IBM-Zurich with
the scanning thermal microscope designed by Fabian Menges et al.9, 12, 13, 134

operated in vacuum conditions with heatable cantilevers. For the thermal
transport measurement, the heater/sensor in the cantilever represents one
thermal reservoir at the temperature Theater, while the sample is thermally
connected to the vacuum chamber at room temperature. Operated at am-
bient conditions, the conductance of the air gap between tip and sample is
strongly distance dependent and can be used as a topography signal for the
sample when scanning the tip close to the surface.182, 183 This allows the
recording of the individual tilt and position of the sample before evacuating
the chamber. Operation at high vacuum (@ 10�6 mbar) is required because
the thermal conductance of air due to diffusion dominates the heater/sensor
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signal when operated at ambient conditions. At vacuum conditions, no dis-
tance dependence of the thermal conductance of the gap can be observed
because of the absence of air. Therefore, the vacuum assures that the heat
from the heater/sensor is either transported through the cantilever or the tip
and sample to the thermal reservoir at room temperature (20 XC). By mon-
itoring the electrical power used for keeping the heater/sensor at constant
temperature, the heat flux through both thermal transport channels (the can-
tilever and the tip-sample contact) can be observed. After the tip has been
brought into contact, it can be scanned in constant height mode using the
previously recorded sample tilt in a feed forward loop. However, to achieve
a sufficient force control, the samples used in the experiments have to be
as flat as possible since the missing force feedback makes it impossible to
control varying forces due to the sample’s topography.

5.2.4. Scanning Thermal Microscopy on SiOx Substrates

To ensure the tip’s integrity during a measurement, a single scan technique
is required for a quantitative analysis of the measured data. As the heat flux
is predicted to be very sensitive to variations in the coupling strength to the
thermal reservoirs165, 166 and scanning tips tend to wear out,184, 185 the con-
trol of the contact area is crucial for a quantitative analysis.91 The easiest
way to prove the tip’s integrity is, therefore, to scan a sample with different
materials and look for material contrasts (see Fig. 5.1 a)). This requires a
unique patterning of the sample to distinguish between different materials
just by the shape of the patterning. To create a characteristic pattern on a
flat surface, polymer blend lithography on silicon wafers with native oxide
films fulfills the requirements for the fabrication of flat samples with char-
acteristic patterns.51 Like described in Chap. 2.2.1, this technique holds the
advantage to fabricate polymeric masks on silicon wafers with well defined
geometry by a single spin-coating step without the need of further litho-
graphy. After depositing the trichlorosilane-terminated alkanes forming a
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Figure 5.1.: a) Schematic of scanning thermal microscopy on self-assembled
monolayers. While the tip is scanned along the sample, the heater’s temper-
ature is kept constant while the heat flux between the tip and the sample is
monitored. The blank substrate is used as a reference while the length of the
alkane chains between substrate and tip is varied. b) An example of a thermal
image of dodecane-trichlorosilane on SiOx. The two phase dodecane-SAM
template is showing a clear thermal contrast between SiOx and the SAM. c)
Contrast inversion after recording 2 more pictures on the same position of the
sample. As the sliding tip picked up some material from the sample, the tip
configuration changed irreversibly because of the SAM molecules bonding to
the SiOx-tip of the microscope.

self-assembled monolayer, the remaining mask is selectively removed by a
snow-jet treatment and a patterned SAM remains on the substrate.

Additionally, the trichlorosilane SAMs also allow to functionalize the
SiOx tip of the scanning thermal microscope enabling a symmetric sand-
wich of SiOx-SAM-SAM-SiOx. In a first step, the sensitivity of the scan-
ning thermal microscope to the proposed experiments was shown by scan-
ning two phase alkane-SAM/SiOx templates. Preliminary tests on tem-
plates with alkane chain lengths of 4 to 18 methylene units reveal material
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contrast between the SiOx and the SAM on all samples.
One example of such a thermal conductance measurement on a dodecane-

SAM template is given in Fig. 5.1 b). However, the quantification of the
obtained data is still not possible, as the tip integrity is indeterminate.
Like previously discussed, a sliding tip wears out, scratches the surface
or pics up material from the surface. Those effects have been observed
on all SAM/SiOx templates and result in a change of the material contrast
and in extreme cases to a complete inversion of the observed contrast. In
Fig. 5.1 c), the material contrast observed in Fig. 5.1 b), has been inverted
after two more scans on the same position. This contrast inversion is most
likely related to a chemically modified tip, as the contrast remains when
changing to a different position on the same sample. The most likely sce-
nario explaining this inversion is the breaking of some bonds anchoring the
SAM’s molecules on the SiOx and releasing the molecules to the tip. As
the molecules adsorb on the tip, they also can form a SAM-like layer on it
with a unknown molecule density which influences the heat flux between
tip and sample. The tip contamination is also permanent, which indicates
a chemical bonding to the tip. By heating the tip up to 1000XC, all un-
bound organic contaminants simply burn away which did not restore the
tips’ initial configuration after a contamination on the silane-SAMs.

In summary, the simple fabrication of the templates offered a fast and
cheep approach for the fabrication of model systems to study heat trans-
fer along molecular chains. The experiments on the two phase alkane-
SAM/SiOx templates show encouraging results in the terms of sufficient
sensitivity to material contrasts. However, as the used chemistry to immo-
bilize the molecules on the substrate was not selective only to the substrate,
but also to the tip of the microscope, it could not be guarantied to only
contact a monolayer of molecules. These varying preconditions during the
experiments, causing non-reproducibility due to tip contamination, only al-
low qualitative conclusions.
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5.2.5. Thermal Force Mapping on Au(111) Substrates

As seen during the measurements on the silicon wafer substrates, control-
ling the contact geometry and coupling between the tip and the SAM is a
major challenge when performing thermal conductance measurements. In
addition, tip wear and contamination must be avoided. To avoid contam-
ination and tip wear, two parameters can be varied. First, the chemistry
which was used to bond the molecules on the substrate was changed and
secondly, the operational mode of the scanning thermal microscope was
modified. To change the bonding chemistry, a different set of molecules
with a thiol-endgroup (instead of trichlorosilane-endgroups) on one end of
the alkane chain, which can specifically bind to mintage metals, was chosen
because they will not chemically bind to the silicon tip. This also requires
an exchange of the substrate. As a substrate material for the thiol molecules,
gold is the natural choice for the proposed experiments. Although structur-
ing patterns in thiol SAMs on gold has been demonstrated before and can
be done by microcontact printing (µCP)186 or atomic force microscopy,187

the introduction of thermal force mapping (see Fig. 5.3) makes any pattern-
ing obsolete. Additionally, if grown on (atomically) flat mica substrates,
the gold formed crystals with the characteristic Au(111) terraces facing to-
wards the tip of the scanning thermal microscope. In contrast to the amor-
phous SiOx substrates, the crystalline structure of the Au(111) is very reg-
ular, enabling a regular crystalline formation of the SAM on the terraces
with a well defined density of molecules.

The use of different molecules on the Au(111) substrates successfully
avoids chemical bonds between the tip and molecules and allows the in-
troduction of thermal force mapping. This technique requires repetitive
contacting of the SAM with the tip and lifting of the tip from the SAM
without chemical bonds between tip and the molecules of the SAM. Here,
the alkane molecules are sandwiched between a gold-thiol bond (strong
coupling) and the silicon SThM tip (weak coupling), see Fig. 5.2 a). This
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Figure 5.2.: a) Schematic of the contact geometry. The contact radius,
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b) Example of thermal conductance versus displacement measurement on oc-
tadecanethiol. During contacting the sample with the tip, the heat flow from
the heated tip through cantilever and sample is recorded. By analyzing the
noncontact and the contact regime of the thermal conductance vs. displace-
ment curves and the geometry of the tip-sample contact, the thermal conduc-
tance of the SAM can be extracted in a space-resolved manner. The applied
z-piezo displacement (top axis) translates into a variation of the tip-sample
distance or the load force when the tip is not in contact or in contact with the
surface (bottom axes), respectively. 89
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allows the use of repeated contacting/detaching cycles of the tip and the
surface rather than scanning images to avoid wear, achieve excellent repro-
ducibility and obtain sufficient sensitivity.

The thermal force mapping technique now combines thermal contact
curves as shown in Fig. 5.2 b) and recording of the thermal conductance,
Gth, versus the displacement of the piezo-element carrying the cantilevered
sensor with the tip. Because of the weak coupling between tip and SAM and
the absence of shear forces, the tip can be lifted without contamination from
the SAM. With a stepwise lateral movement of the sample under the tip be-
tween individual thermal conductance-versus-displacement curves, a high
spatial resolution is obtained. The procedure is related to so-called force-
mapping by force-vs-distance curves using scanning force microscopy.20

The cantilever’s thermal resistance is extracted from the measured response
of the heater sensor without tip-surface contact. The additionally measured
conductance with the tip in contact is assigned to the tip-surface heat path.
With a stepwise lateral movement of the sample under the tip between indi-
vidual thermal conductance-versus-displacement curves and analyzing the
individual thermal contact curves in a space-resolved manner, maps of me-
chanical and thermal properties can be generated.

Compared with conventional surface scans, approach and retraction of
the tip to and from the sample greatly simplifies the contact mechanics
because of the absence of friction forces (the contact areas of sliding tips
are typically distorted with respect to mechanical contact models). Fur-
thermore, avoiding shear forces occurring during sliding motion helps to
minimize wear and contamination and, thereby, preserves the integrity of
tip and surface for subsequent measurements. This also enables the ap-
plication of well understood contact models to the SAM-tip interface to
describe the contact mechanics. By analyzing the individual thermal con-
tact curves carefully, additional information of the sample properties can
be extracted. For instance, a topographic image of the sample can be gen-
erated even without a force feedback loop. Analyzing the load dependence
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Figure 5.3.: Schematic of the thermal force mapping technique: This tech-
nique measures highly accurate thermal conductance versus displacement
curves in a 2-dimensional array on the sample. The applied forces can be
controlled and the offline analysis allows the quantitative property calculation
of topography, tip-sample adhesion contact area and thermal conductance.

of the thermal conductance facilitate an understanding of the limits of the
experiment like the integrity of the crystalline structure of the SAM or iden-
tifying defects in the substrate. As these limitations of the experiment can
be directly identified in the dataset, the interpretation of such a set of data is
also greatly simplified and allows the quantification of the thermal conduc-
tance for alkane-chains as a function of their chain length as demonstrated
in Fig. 5.6.

To calculate the contact area, the adhesion force has to be measured,
During the retract of the tip from the sample, it can be observed directly by
the snap-off of the cantilever. As the force from the spring constant of the
cantilever is strong enough to pull the tip off the sample, the distance of this
snapping off with respect to the contact point during approach (snap-on)
can be used for the calculation of the adhesion force. The snap-off position,
however, has a higher experimental scatter than the snap-on position. One
of the reasons for the scatter of the snap-off position measurement is the
dependence of decohesion on the state of the molecules of the SAM. When
the tip-surface force reaches a certain threshold during the load cycle, the
crystalline structure of the film is broken by the high pressure to yield the
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tip.188 This changes the contact geometry drastically and, therefore, the tip-
sample interaction, which can easily be identified in the thermal contacting
curve. Only after complete decohesion of the tip, the molecules rearrange
into their original crystalline structure. As a result, the indentation curves
(during the load cycle) are more reproducible and easier to analyze than
the retraction curves, which is why the analysis is based on the load cycles
only.

All parameters of Eq. (2.15) are either experimentally accessible or can
be taken from literature. The largest uncertainty is contained in the value of
the Young’s modulus of the SAM, ESAM which is very difficult to measure.
Comparing experimental and theoretical analysis of SAMs,175 ESAM � 40�
20 GPa, and νSAM � 0.42 appears to be a good estimate.

For high load forces, a threshold pressure is reached and the tip even-
tually starts to punch through the SAM and touches the gold substrate di-
rectly. To limit the pressure, a relatively blunt tip with a radius of 28 nm
was used to apply several tens of nN before the punch through. The punch-
through can also be identified directly in the recorded data by a kink in the
measured thermal conductance at a characteristic force threshold of several
GPa.175, 188 Therefore, there exists an upper limit for the force applied that
allows assuming an ordered film in the analysis of the thermal contacting
curves. This maximum force can easily be determined in the thermal con-
tact curves as they tend to change the shape of the curve dramatically. By
breaking the crystalline structure of the SAM, the tip penetrates into the
SAM increasing the contact area,188 and this scenario can be observed by
a step-like increase of the load-dependence of thermal conductance (see
Fig. 5.4).

As all materials conduct heat there is a permanent flux of energy from
the heated region in the cantilever via the cantilever to the lab environment.
As shown in Fig. 5.2 b) the heat flux is only along the cantilever as long
as the tip is not in contact with the sample. The temperature of the heater
can be calibrated with the procedure described in Chap. 3.3 and the thermal
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conductance of the cantilever, while not in contact with the sample, can be
extracted using Eq. (3.17). The thermal conductance of the cantilever is,
therefore, used as a reference to quantify the tip-sample heat path as the tip
is brought into contact with the sample.

The goal of thermal force mapping experiments is to shed light on the
dominant transport mechanisms along short alkane molecules as a func-
tion of the molecule length. For such studies, SThM offers the advantage
of a local imaging method for simultaneously mapping the samples’ to-
pography and heat flux. This feature allows the imaging of the samples’
topography11 and mechanical properties to identify local defects, such as
grain boundaries, and point defects of the gold substrate and film. In elec-
trical transport measurements, such defects have been identified as a cause
of nonreproducibility,172 and they may also deteriorate the quality and re-
producibility of thermal transport measurements on SAMs. By using the
repeated contacting/detaching cycles of the tip and the surface rather than
scanning images, as obtained by thermal force mapping, this technique can
use the cantilever’s thermal resistance as a reference and achieve an excel-
lent reproducibility with sufficient sensitivity.

The samples analyzed were highly ordered SAMs of alkane thiols (HS-
(CH2)N�1-CH3), with N = 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 14, 16 and 18 methylene units, on
Au(111) substrates on Mica. The molecular monolayer was grown by im-
mersing the substrates into 1 mM ethanol solution following the procedure
described by Delamarche et al.190 to obtain uniform monolayers.

However, thermal force mapping expands the time needed for one map
significantly compared to conventional scanning and the density of the 2D-
array is limited by the instrumentation time. For the measurements pre-
sented here, contact curves on 60�60 locations of the surface of each sam-
ple separated by 16 nm were recorded and maps as shown in Fig. 5.5 of the
topography (Snap-on), the adhesion force (difference between Snap-on and
Snap-off multiplied by the cantilever’s spring constant), the load force de-
pendence (slope of the contacting part) and the thermal conductance of the
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Figure 5.5.: Example of topography and thermal conductance maps obtained
for two different SAMs. The high spatial resolution of scanning-probe-based
thermal mapping allows the identification of topographic and defect artifacts
in the thermal conductance measured that cause nonreproducibility. In a) the
typical (111) terraces of gold can be resolved and no cross talk to the ther-
mal map can be observed. In b), however, a grain boundary between two
gold islands was recorded and can be excluded from further analysis as it is a
substrate defect on the sample.

sample with high spatial resolution were calculated. This allows to identify
and discard data taken in regions with step edges and defects of the sam-
ple surface.20 To obtain the thermal conductance per molecule, measure-
ments with sensor/tip temperatures of 200XC and 300XC and peak forces
keeping the integrity of the tip and SAM intact were recorded on multi-
ple positions on each sample. After discarding the results for areas with
defects on the samples, the remaining thermal contact curves were ana-
lyzed and combined into the thermal conductance maps for each individual
chain length. Compared to flash heating experiments which reach approxi-
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mately 800X C initially, the temperatures used here are small.166 Wang et al.

also found a strong temperature dependence for heat transfer along alkane
chains bonded on gold by thiol groups for temperatures up to 200X C.167

Above 200X C however, they found the influence of the temperature on the
conductance to be reduced and with rising temperatures no influence has
been observed. Therefore, also the data for both temperatures measured
here show no difference in the observed trend.

The thermal conductance measured (see Fig. 5.6 a)) varies with the piezo
position as the resulting contact force enhances the tip load on the surface
and subsequently increases the contact area. To obtain the thermal conduc-
tance per unit area GA, and hence the conductance per molecule Gm, the
tip-SAM contact area has to be determined and combined with the SAM
density of one molecule per 0.214 nm2.172 A universal contact model for
the layered system SAM (of thickness tSAM) on gold is not available. How-
ever, for sufficiently large contact radii, where the contact radius is larger
than the film thickness (rcontact A tSAM), a thin-film compression model, as
described in Chap. 2.1.1, applies to this system38, 37 and was used to calcu-
late the contact area versus load. One of the largest sources of error in the
data analysis is the uncertainty of the tip-surface adhesion force. Within the
limits of the statistical scattering of the measured adhesion force, the adhe-
sion force was used as a fit parameter to optimize for a constant thermal
conductance per unit area for any given SAM. As depicted in Fig. 5.6 c),
curves of constant GA are obtained, except at low loads where the model
assumptions do not apply. Because of the large thermal conductivity of
gold and silicon, the spreading resistances in tip and substrate contribute
only a negligible offset (see Chap. 5.2.2).

Figure 5.7 shows the thermal conductance as a function of the chain
length N. Short-chain samples (N B 4) are significantly more conductive
than the longer-chain samples with a maximum conductance at N = 4. This
behavior was predicted by Segal et al.162 and matches the data well,
whereas other predictions164, 170 appear to be incompatible with the ob-
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Figure 5.6.: Example of analysis of the molecular thermal conductance us-
ing a contacting curve of an octadecanethiol SAM. a) Results of translating
the contacting curve of Fig 5.2 b) into conductance versus applied load. Also
shown is the average over 2500 such curves. The contact model applicable to
this sample is plotted in b); the shaded region denotes the region of validity
of the model. Combining the data of a) and b), the thermal conductance per
unit area, GA, or per molecule, Gm, can be extracted, as shown in c). Tak-
ing the measured distance between snap-on and snap-off points multiplied by
the spring constant of the cantilever as the adhesion force, Fadh, an almost
constant GA or Gm is obtained. In the batch analysis, Fadh is treated as a fit
parameter to increase accuracy.
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served conductances. Despite the scatter in the data, some significant con-
clusions can be drawn by comparing the results to existing simulations and
data.

An overall decaying trend can be fitted empirically with G � Q̇~∆T �

k~tSAM � Nα�1, resulting in an exponent α = 0.59� 1 (from least squares).
Since it has been argued that for very short chains different effects may
play a role, discussing the data by separating it into a decaying and an as-
cending trend reveals a different picture. A diverging conductance for the
decaying trend (N = 4 to 18) with G � Q̇~∆T � k~tSAM �Nα�1 can be fitted,
resulting in an exponent α = 0.38� 0.2 (from least squares) that is not com-
patible with either constant (α = 1, as in fully ballistic transport) or Fourier-
like (α = 0, as in diffusive transport) conductance. At first sight, this may
be indicative of a situation in which transport is neither fully ballistic nor
diffusive. A decreasing conductance with chain length between these ex-
tremes is, in principle, predicted in a quasi-ballistic transport regime with a
phonon mean free path Λ on the same order as the chain length,191 follow-
ing G� �N�Λ��1. A fit with Λ expressed in multiplies of CH2-units of the
molecular backbone to the data yields Λ � 5; however, such a short mean
free path is in striking contrast to a mean free path of 40 nm estimated
from the thermal conductance measured using crystals of alkane chains
(polyethylene) by Shen et al.177 Therefore, a more plausible scenario is to
assume ballistic transport through the carbon chains.157, 158, 162, 170 Within
its uncertainty, the data supports such a picture that leads to a constant
conductance at least for N C 15, in accordance with the notion of interface-
governed ballistic thermal transport.166, 168, 170 Assuming ballistic trans-
port through the molecules, the increase of conductance with decreasing
chain length implies an increasing number of transmission channels or an
increased heat-flux through the remaining channels. However, the num-
ber of vibronic states increases in proportion to N, with an approximately
constant density of states.162, 170 Therefore, although ballistic transport is
expected here, also other mechanisms may play a role.
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Figure 5.7.: Molecular thermal conductance as a function of chain length.
The thermal conductance can be fitted with an α = 0.38� 0.2 for chain lengths
longer than 4 carbon atoms in the chain. For shorter chains, the reduction
of vibrational modes in the chain decreases the thermal conductance again,
revealing a peak conductance around 4 carbon atoms per chain within the
limits and errors of the experiment. A systematic error offsetting all data by
� 42 % is excluded.

According to Patton and Geller,192 the mechanical coupling between
two contacts works directly. Instead of describing the ballistic transport
as a number of steps, transmitting phonons into the molecule, propagation
through the molecule and transmitting out of the molecule, the molecule
serves as a mechanical linker. By neglecting the internal vibrational modes
of the molecules, the coupling between the silicon tip and gold through the
SAM can be modeled with single springs using the SAM’s Young’s modu-
lus (40�20 GPa). With a suitable offset of 8 pW K�1 accounting for ballistic
low-frequency phonons, this allows a quantitative description of the data for
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N = 4 to 18. Still, the model predicts an even better mechanical coupling
for N = 2 or 3, with at least one order of magnitude enhanced conductance
between N = 2 and N = 4. Therefore, it appears likely that the internal vibra-
tional properties of the SAM layer play an increasing role in the increased
phonon transmission for a decreasing chain length in the temperature range
of applied here, especially for short alkane chains.

The opening or enhancement of transmission channels as required by the
data under the assumption of ballistic transport may originate from phonon
interference effects within the alkane chains. Simulation data164 however,
is available only for a few chain lengths and does not compare well with
these measurements. Based on a very different physical approach, Segal et

al.162 also propose a direct coupling between the contacts. They propose
phonon transmission via higher-frequency phonons within the molecule
coupled to the low-frequency, heat-carrying phonons using classical quan-
tum mechanics. They assume this coupling to weaken exponentially with
N. The exponential decrease in thermal conductance with N for high-
frequency phonons could potentially be related to localization effects due
to fully delocalized phonons with specific maximum frequencies scaling
with the chain length.158 With full delocalization, fewer high-frequency
modes can significantly contribute to thermal conductance for increasing
N. This explanation predicts a stagnation of conductance, which can be
explained by the reduced number of phonon frequencies in extremely short
chains. The measured extent of increased conductance is related in this
sense to frequency-dependent phonon localization. This explanation also
accounts for the stagnation of conductance observed for N @ 4, which can
be explained by the reduced number of phonon frequencies in extremely
short chains. However, the error bars of the data are too large to allow a fi-
nal conclusion on this point. Nevertheless, the behavior predicted by Segal
et al.162 matches the data well, including the observation of a stagnating
conductance for the shortest chains (N @ 4).
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5.2.6. Error Discussion

Possible sources of errors can be separated into systematic errors giving off-
sets to all the data in the same manner, and random scatter. The systematic
errors affecting all data points in the same manner result in an uncertainty
of the axes in Fig. 5.7. Errors, which can influence data points individually,
are included in the error bars of the individual data points.

The sources of systematic errors are the uncertainty of the heater/sensor
calibration of 30 %,12 uncertainties of the applied force due to the spring
constant calibration of the cantilever of 30 % (from scanning electron mi-
crographs of the cantilever12), the uncertainty of the tip radius determined
by SEM of 10 % (see Fig. 3.9 c)), as well as the not very well defined
Young’s modulus for the SAM which is estimated to be about 50 % around
a value of 40 GPa (see above). Using Gaussian error propagation, a total
systematic error of �42.5% has to be applied to the vertical axes of Fig. 5.7.,
but not to the relative dependence of the data points.

Individual scattering affecting single data points is included in the error
bars and calculated from up to 3600 thermal contact curves per sample and
heater temperature. These are statistics in the fitted curve (e.g. the adhesion
force), and the unlikely inhomogeneity in the SAM itself and from SAM to
SAM, which are taken into account by a variation of the Young’s modulus
by 5 % as well as experimental scatter. To sum up all these sources into one
error bar, the biggest possible error caused by all those sources is estimated
for each data point. For the error bars a Gaussian error propagation is not
used but instead the maximum error is calculated to give a conservative
estimation of the chain-length dependence of the thermal conductance.

The measured thermal conductances and statistical errors for all heater/sensor
temperatures and molecules are summarized in Tab. 5.1.
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5. Thermal Conductance of Chain-Like Molecules

Table 5.1.: Thermal conductance of the alkane linker as measured for 200XC
and 300XC heater temperature.

Molecule Gm at 200XC σ Gm at 300XC σ�pWK�1� �pWK�1� �pWK�1� �pWK�1�
CH3��CH2�1�SH 24.95 3.20 22.68 3.44
CH3��CH2�2�SH 23.97 3.34 21.04 4.09
CH3��CH2�3�SH 25.53 3.82 28.19 3.14
CH3��CH2�7�SH 20.41 2.65 13.41 1.95
CH3��CH2�11�SH 17.49 2.59 13.92 1.44
CH3��CH2�13�SH 8.89 1.88 11.35 1.35
CH3��CH2�15�SH 13.37 4.15 13.16 1.97
CH3��CH2�17�SH 10.14 1.71 9.487 1.28

5.3. Conclusion and Outlook

In conclusion, thermoresistive sensing achieved sufficient sensitivity to
quantify the thermal conductance of alkane-thiol SAMs as a function of
chain length by applying a thermal force mapping technique to scanning
thermal microscopy. Here, the heat transport is dominated by the inter-
faces between the tip and the SAM. This requires a precise description of
the contact mechanics. By thermal force mapping, variations in the chain-
length-dependent thermal conductance of a factor of 3 can be observed for
short alkane chains, with a maximal conductance for 4 methylene units
per chain. The decaying trend for N C 4 neither satisfies requirements
of diffusive (Fourier-like) transport nor exhibits constant conductance as
previously predicted. For alkane chains longer than four methylenes, a di-
verging conductance (α = 0.38) is observed, similar to what is expected for
very long chains. However, the increase of the thermal conductance for
a chain length of four carbon atoms and the decrease to a quasi-constant
conductance for chain lengths of up to 20 carbon atoms are also predicted
for short chains in recent simulations and are potentially related to phonon
localization effects. The high sensitivity to the interfaces between SAM
and tip also requires chemically stable interfaces for quantitative analysis.
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The proposed thermal force mapping technique has shown sufficient sen-
sitivity and reliability for probing molecular conductance in the model sys-
tem of linear alkane chains. This offers an experimental tool to probe var-
ious not fully understood molecular systems. Especially, changing the vi-
brational frequencies of the molecules by replacing the hydrogen bonded
to the carbon atoms by heavier atoms is a simple modification to the ex-
amined molecules and allows to test the dominant heat transport path by
changing the molecule vibrational modes. Additionally, scattering centers
for phonons can be introduced into linear chains e.g. by arranging ether or
aromatic linkers to connect two or more alkane chains. Understanding of
the basic principles of heat transfer in such organic interface materials then
enables the specific thermal design of devices down to the molecular level.

A shorted version of this chapter has been accepted as the article "Length-

Dependent Thermal Transport Along Molecular Chains". T. Meier, F.

Menges, P. Nirmalraj, H. Hölscher, H. Riel and B. Gotsmann: Physical

Review Letters (2014).
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6. Replication of Nano- and Microstructures
on Curved Surfaces

6.1. Introduction

Micro- and nanostructured surfaces are widely used in modern microsystem
applications as they enhance surface effects (e.g. adhesion)193 or enable
new applications.194, 195 With efficient replication techniques, micro- and
nanostructured polymer devices are also well represented in the consumer
mass market. The development of new devices for optical applications
or lab-on-a-chip systems are often time consuming and, therefore, cost-
intensive. Replication of polymer micro- and nanostructures with metallic
masters is a common way to reduce these costs per piece.67, 196 The fabri-
cation of these metallic masters is a very complex process and the lifetime
of such master structures is limited to a maximum replication cycles. Re-
cent developments, however, had shown that even polymeric masters can
be used as molds for polymer replication.197 As the fabrication methods
for fabricating the master structures are limited to flat substrates, this limits
the replication techniques using micro- and nano-structured molds as well
as the 2.5 dimensional features because of the demolding process. The de-
molding can only be done perpendicular to the mold and undercuts in the
structures cannot be demolded. This technique of replicating structures on
the surface of a device is well established. However, the integration of such
structured surfaces with specific functionality into microsystems is still not
easy for most applications and can be done in multistep processes of hot
embossing, microthermoforming and bonding.198 Microthermoforming is
used to transform micro- and nanostructured thin foils from a planar shape
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into a three dimensional curved micro- and nanostructured surface. For
rigid and bulk materials, microthermoforming however is not suitable.199

To replicate three dimensional micro and nanostructures with undercuts
on curved surfaces of rigid and bulk materials, a mold with new feature
characteristics is introduced by utilizing shape memory materials for its
fabrication. Specifically, using shape memory polymers as a mold mate-
rial, the mold does not only provide the shape to be replicated (like for 2.5
dimensional structures) but has also an additional functionality as it can
change its shape. Shape memory polymers are advantageous for such ap-
plications compared to other materials like shape memory alloys, as their
shape changing capability is rather large76, 77 and they can be processed
like other polymer. Therefore, they can be processed by well established
micro- and nanoreplication techniques like hot embossing and can also
be used as mold materials for this techniques. Shape memory polymers
are an especially interesting group of mechanical active materials, because
they are capable of single, dual or multiple shape changes72, 73, 74 on the
nanoscale activated by external triggers (e.g. heat or light). Commercially
available polymers like Tecoflex ® EG 72D and Tecoplast® TP 470 are
thermally activated shape memory polymers of high interest for this ap-
plication. Both are capable of recovering a predefined macroscopic and
microscopic shape after they have been deformed into different temporary
shapes.76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 200, 201, 202 Using the shape memory effect in a mold
can help to reduce the wear of the mold due to temporary deformations
of the mold micro- and nanostructures due to high loads on this structures
and enables new features in designing microsystems with curved surfaces
or in bulk materials patterned with microstructures. During the develop-
ment and optimization of a replication process using shape memory poly-
mer molds, large area atomic force microscopy is advantageous compared
to other surface characterization methods. The large area scanning allows
the analysis of the mold’s features on a large area with a high resolution.
Additionally, as the polymers used here are not conductive, other character-
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ization methods like scanning electron microscopy adverse sample prepa-
ration like deposition of gold on the polymeric molds. Such invasive char-
acterization methods prohibit a further use of the polymeric mold and can,
therefore, only be used for final investigation of the mold, but not for in-
process screening. Optical methods, on the other hand, cannot provide the
resolution required for the characterization of micro- and nanostructures.

6.2. Characterization of the Shape Memory Effect of Tecoflex®

EG 72D

Shape memory materials form a technologically important class of materi-
als for actuators, sensors and medical applications.203, 204, 205 The subclass
of shape memory polymers allows to engineer material properties like the
trigger of a shape transition, glass temperature or maximum deformation
strain for specific applications. In general they are much cheaper and eas-
ier to process than classical shape memory alloys.57, 79, 200 To use a shape
memory polymer for mold fabrication, two commercially available shape
memory polymers were chosen. In order to fabricate stable and reliable
molds out of shape memory polymers, two major properties have to be in-
vestigated. The mold must show a stable permanent structuring of small
structural details and a precise control of the restoring from a temporary
shape to the permanent shape. Even as there exist shape memory poly-
mers capable of multiple shape changes72, 73, 74 on laboratory scale, one
way shape memory polymers like Tecoflex® EG 72D and Tecoplast® TP
470 are promising candidates for process development as they can be pur-
chased in large quantities at a constant quality level.

To benefit from the shape memory effect for the mold fabrication, the
material must enable the reliable switching between at least two distin-
guished states. As the polymer is designed to enable the switching on the
macroscale while heated above the transition temperature Ttrans, it is not
clear if this switching between distinguished states can also be observed
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Figure 6.1.: Concept of replicated micro and sub-micro structures on demand
fabricated out of shape memory polymers. Using a shape memory polymer,
micro- and nano-structures are replicated by a first hot embossing step into
the polymer device. In a second embossing step, a flat surface has been pro-
grammed temporarily. a) By heating the device above Ttrans, the temporary
structures vanish and the permanently programmed structures reappear. b)
AFM images of freestanding pillars of 500 nm diameter and height before and
after the recovery of the permanent shape. c) A permanently embossed op-
tical phase grating monitored with the AFM over time while the permanent
structure reappears.
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on the micro and nanoscale. Structuring a permanent shape into the poly-
mer by hot embossing is comparable with hot embossing of thermoplastic
polymers, however, Tecoflex® EG 72D and Tecoplast® TP 470 have two
glass transition temperatures which allow a permanent structuring above
the higher transition temperature Tg,ht and a temporary programming be-
tween the lower temperature Tg,lt and the higher temperature Tg,ht. By hot
embossing shape memory polymers, the programmed shape has to be fix-
ated which is done by a complete relaxation of the polymer in order to form
a stable grid within the material. This grid is stabilized by the interaction
of netpoints within the polymeric structure. With smaller structure details,
the number of grid netpoints within the features decreases which can alter
the fixation of the permanent and temporal shape.

Typical applications of shape memory polymers, like for example heat
shrinkage tubes for electric isolation, use the shape memory effect on the
macroscale with features down to the millimeter scale.78, 205 As shown in
Fig. 6.1, a reliable and stable fixation of both the temporal shape and per-
manent structure is indeed possible for structure details down to the sub-
micron range. As the permanent shape can be structured by hot embossing
above Tg,ht, the fixation of the temporary shape requires the right tempera-
ture for the transformation into the temporal shape as well a "freezing" of
this shape. In general, the transformation into the temporary shape has to
be done above Ttrans but below Tg,ht to keep the netpoints of the permanent
shape. Like shown in Fig. 6.2, the transformation temperature is not a sharp
edge above which the shape memory effect is triggered. The shape mem-
ory effect is also triggered below this temperature, but the restoring speed is
small. For a stable fixation of the temporary shape of Tecoflex® EG 72D a
cooling of the material from Ttrans down to at least room temperature while
holding the temporal shape is required, smaller structures even benefit from
lower temperatures.

In order to quantify the shape change from a temporary shape to the per-
manent structure, an optical phase grating is hot embossed into the shape
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Figure 6.2.: Recovery rate of the permanent structures in Tecoflex® EG 72D
over time for different temperatures. The recovery rate was measured by a
histogram analysis of persistently captured AFM images of a line grating
as shown in Fig. 6.1 c). The rated transition temperature of this polymer is
Ttrans,TFX � 55XC. Therefore the recovery of the permanent shape should also
occur around this temperature. A full recovery can be observed for long heat-
ing times. a) The recovery rate for temperatures below the transition tem-
perature. The recovery rate is strongly temperature dependent and very slow.
However, the recovery speed increases with increasing temperature. b) For
temperatures around and above Ttrans,TFX, the growing of the structures fol-
lows again a logarithmic growing law (fits as dashed lines in the graph) also a
increasing speed with increasing temperature. Fit parameters can be found in
Tab. 6.1.
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memory polymer Tecoflex® EG 72D. In a second step, a flat surface topog-
raphy is programmed temporarily. The restoring process from the tempo-
rary shape to the permanent shape is then measured at different tempera-
tures with an AFM. While the sample is heated to a constant temperature,
the AFM measures the topography, which will change over time from the
temporary shape into the permanent shape. From picture to picture, the to-
pography of the sample changes and can be used as a measure for the shape
change. In fact, the topography will change from scan line to scan line. This
change, however, is included into the errorbars of the individual data points
in Fig. 6.2 as the median grow is used as the shape change of the picture.
This procedure was repeated for six different temperatures between 41XC
and 65XC which is around Ttrans,TFX � 55XC. The structure height is then
normalized to the height of the permanent shape for fitting the data with a
normal logarithmic growing law. Normalizing the height enables to use the
obtained normalized height as a function of time as a factor to estimate the
state of transformation for any other structure. For the growing, a normal
logarithmic growing law is assumed. The growing can be described by the
equation:

h�t� � h0�A �exp
���� ln�t � t0�

τ
�2�� (6.1)

Here, the normalized height h�t�~h0 of the structures varies between 0
and 1 as a function of time t. As shown in Fig. 6.2, the recovery process can
be fitted with this approach well for all temperatures measured here. Inter-
esting at this point is, that a slow recovery can also be observed below the
rated switching temperature Ttrans,TFX. This behavior can be explained by
the molecular structure of the polymer as the glass transition temperature of
a polymer is a function of chain length and degree of polymerization which
can vary around a mean value. As the glass transition temperature Tg,lt es-
pecially of the soft segments is defining the transition temperature Ttrans,
the switching of the micro and nanostructures also occurs in a temperature
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Table 6.1.: The restoring of the permanently programmed shape follows a nor-
mal logarithmic growing law and was fitted (using least squares) to Eq. (6.1).
The time constant τ � στ is a measure how fast the permanent shape of
Tecoflex® EG 72D is restored for a temperature regime between 41XC and
65XC.

TSample τ �ln�h�� στ �ln�h��
41XC 6.4956 1.14
45XC 4.8195 0.011
50XC 2.5047 0.4430
55XC 2.0692 0.0143
60XC 1.6030 0.0492
65XC 1.4644 0.0152

regime around Ttrans.
The fitting parameter of interest for determining the transition temper-

ature range is the time constant τ which defines the recovery time. In
Tab. 6.1, the time constants of the recovery time are given. The recovery
of the structures also starts very slowly at temperatures well bellow the
rated transition temperature Ttrans � 55XC. However, the time constant of
the recovery is highly temperature dependent. As expected, it decreases
with increasing temperature. By using the time constant to describe the
recovery process, it can be concluded that a stable temporary shape is char-
acterized by a very high time constant. The increase of recovery speed
with respect to the temperature is also represented by the time constant, as
increasing temperatures reduce the time constant. As the time constant is
reduced with respect to temperature rises significantly for temperature rises
below Ttrans, the time constant is less temperature dependent for tempera-
tures above Ttrans. The recovery speed can also be controlled by adjusting
the temperature in the desired range.

The shape memory effect can also be triggered locally by a locally con-
fined heating of the polymer. As seen before, the restoring of the permanent
shape is both a function of temperature and heating time. By confining the
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Figure 6.3.: Local recovery of the permanently programmed structures in
Tecoflex® EG 72D by heating with an embedded wire. A phase grating has
been fabricated like in the experiments before while an embedded 25µm thick
heater wire was introduced in the shape memory polymer. The embedding of
the wire and fabrication of the of the sample was done by Senta Schauer.206 a)
The wire was heated with an electrical power of 10W while the surface tem-
perature of the sample was monitored with an IR-Camera. After subsequent
heating, the structure details investigated on large area AFM images reveal-
ing a local recovery of the surface structures. b) The normalized structure
height as a function of the grating periods on the sample. The grating has a
periodicity of Λ � 16µm.

heat in a very narrow region in the sample, the restoring of the permanent
structures is only triggered in this region. By including 25µm thin heater
wires into the Tecoflex® EG 72D devices, a localized electrical heating is
achieved.206 The wire was embedded during the permanent structuring of a
60µm thick foil on the unstructured side of the foil. Optical microscopy of
cross-sections show the wire being completely embedded in the foil. The
distance from structured surface of the foil is, therefore, estimated between
30� 40µm. After subsequent heating by the wire, the structure height is
measured with the AFM and subsequently analyzed as a function of dis-
tance from the wire. The position of the wire can be identified in the AFM
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Table 6.2.: The local restoring of the permanently programmed shape follows
an exponential decay function and was fitted (using least squares) to Eq. (6.2).
The half-value of length λ �σλ is a measure how locally the permanent shape
of Tecoflex® EG 72D is restored.

theating λ �gratingperiods� σλ �gratingperiods�
15s 1.841 0.435
60s 2.418 0.882
150s 3.077 0.468
450s 5.080 0.683
1950s 7.647 1.81

images by Gaussian-like surface profile caused by the higher stiffness of
the wire and, therefore, less deformation of the wire during the embossing
and programming the temporary shape.

Fitting of the height of each individual structure as a function of distance
from the wire can be done using an exponential decay. Note that only the
height of the features is fitted, not the overall surface shape due to the wire
profile.

h�x� � h0�A �exp�� x
λ
� (6.2)

Here, the normalized height h�x�~h0 of the structures varies between 1
and 0 as a function of the distance from the wire in multiples of the grating
period of 16µm. The parameter λ can be interpreted as a half-value of
length and characterizes the local confinement of the restoring process.

In Tab. 6.2, the local confinement of the restoring is given for different
heating times. Combining both, the time constant τ and local confinement
λ allows to control recovery speed and local recovery by local heating of
the polymer. More important, the recovery process can also be stopped and
restarted for the desired application as a material for the mold fabrication.
The structure height was analyzed from as a function of the distance from
the wire edge. When assuming the temperature distribution in the polymer
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as a function of the distance from the wire as a hot spot, heat diffusion in
the polymer can be described by

∂
2T �r�
∂ r2 �A�T �r��T0� � 0 , (6.3)

including a material constant A which includes the thermal conductivity
of the polymer, interface resistances between wire and polymer by assum-
ing an unidirectional thermal transport in the polymer.207 For the boundary
condition of T �r � 0� � T0, the temperature profile in the material follows:

T �r� � T0 exp�� rº
A
� (6.4)

As found before in Fig. 6.2, the recovery time constant τ �T� is a (non-
linear) function of the temperature. As the temperature on the structured
surface is a function of the distance to the wire, also the recovery time con-
stant on the surface is a function of the distance from the wire. The restor-
ing speed on the surface is, therefore, a function of τ �T �r��. However,
as there are many parameters in the experiments carried out, which cannot
be controlled accurately, like for example the distance from the wire, ad-
ditional experiments have to be conducted. Therefore, for the experiments
presented here, an exponential decay for fitting the distance from the wire
dependent restoring is a good approximation.

To define the position of the hot spot more precisely, a heated tip of
a scanning thermal microscope can be used as shown in Fig. 6.4 and can,
therefore, allow to address single structural features for restoring to the per-
manent shape. These experiments are conducted with commercially avail-
able heated tips in ambient conditions. However, those tips are heated with
a micro- patterned printed circuit on the silicon cantilever. For a confined
heating with a precise force control as needed for such an experiment, this
probe design has two major drawbacks. First, the tip radius is very large
and in the range of a few 100 nm. More seriously, however, is the second
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Figure 6.4.: Concept of "Nanostructures on Demand". The shape memory
polymer foil was temporary programmed to be thinner than the permanent
shape. By a locally confined heating using a heated probe, a pin has grown
out of the foil. By improving force an temperature control, this can be used as
a lithography method for fabricating nanostructures on demand.

drawback. The thin metal film near the tip apex used to heat the probe
also introduces a pre-bending due to a different thermal expansion than
the silicon cantilever. This pre-bending and thermal expansion of the can-
tilever, which is temperature dependent, can offset the tip position on the
sample and alter a precise force control. Using more reliable heated probes
can, therefore, significantly improve this concept of on demand addressable
nanostructures.

6.3. Shape Memory Mold Fabrication and Thermoshaping

In order to use the shape memory polymers for the fabrication of molds
with new functionality, such molds have to be reliable in classical repli-
cation methods. Therefore, in a first step 2.5 dimensional shape memory
molds are fabricated by a one step hot embossing process using a master
mold fabricated out of nickel. The shape memory polymer must show a
permanently stable shape. This can be assured for Tecoflex® EG 72D by
structuring the material above Tg,ht � 150XC and for Tecoplast® TP 470
above Tg,ht � 190XC, respectively. For the fixation of the mold, the em-
bossing force of 200kN for both polymers is hold during the cooling of the
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polymer to room temperature. For classical replication techniques of 2.5
dimensional microstructures, the shape memory device is ready to be used
as a mold. In Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.7, examples of replication by hot emboss-
ing and casting using molds fabricated out of shape memory polymers are
given.

Shape memory polymer molds show the same functionality of previ-
ously presented polymeric molds fabricated out of high performance poly-
mers.197 However, deformations of the mold due to embossing forces only
deform the low temperature soft phase of the shape memory polymer. Us-
ing the shape memory effect of the material allows the restoring of the
permanent shape to heal mold deformations.

However, not only the healing of deformation is an advantage of shape
memory polymer molds. Additionally, a new functionality to replication
with molds is introduced, as the shape memory effect of the material can be
used for other purposes than just healing deformations. For this new func-
tionality, the "thermoshaping" process is introduced, which uses the tempo-
rary shape of the material. For this step, a ready fabricated shape memory
mold is reprogrammed in a temporary shape. The temporary shape can fol-
low any three dimensional surface - the permanently flat mold is adapted
to curved surfaces, folded around angles or partially elongated. If the ther-
moshaped mold is filled with a new polymer, e.g. by casting, the shape
memory mold can demold itself or its micro- and nanostructures using the
shape memory effect. Thereby, the transformation from the temporary to
the permanent programmed shape demolds the casted polymeric device to
a point, where undercuts limit a classical demolding.

Thermoshaping introduces a new class of molds for embossing, nanoim-
print and casting, manufactured from shape memory polymers. These poly-
mer molds can be easily fabricated and show self-healing properties due to
the shape memory effect of the mold material. Furthermore, those molds
allow to replicate three-dimensional micro- and nanostructures. To demon-
strate the concept of a self-demolding mold, a solid epoxy rod with mi-
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crostructures on its surface and a helical microchannel with internal mi-
crostructures are shown in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9.

6.4. Replication with Shape Memory Polymer Molds

If the material of a mold is replaced by a shape memory polymer, the mold
must still be capable to be used in well established replication processes.
Hot embossing is such a well established and a very flexible method for
microreplication and can also be used for the shape memory mold fabri-
cation. However, shape memory molds can also be used for this repli-
cation method. While embossing with the shape memory mold, the em-
bossing temperature Temboss has to stay below Tg,ht to keep the permanent
programmed shape. If Temboss A Tg,ht, the shape memory mold gets repro-
grammed. As the Youngs-modulus of the shape memory mold as well
as the Youngs-modulus of the polymer to be embossed is strongly tem-
perature dependent, the ideal embossing temperature using a SMP-mold
is above Tg,Polymer and below Tg,ht at the minimal Youngs-modulus ratio
EPolymer �T�~EMold �T�. As mold and polymer get softer and softer at
higher temperatures, the best embossing results are obtained while heating
the polymer to Temboss�∆T and the mold to Temboss�∆T before starting the
embossing. Depending on the heat capacity of the mold and the polymer,
the ∆T must not be symmetrical around Temboss. In this way a temperature
gradient is introduced and the comparable soft polymer can be embossed
with a relatively hard mold while the system starts to equilibrate. The opti-
cal structures shown in Fig. 6.5 are embossed into Cyclic Olefin Copolymer
(COC) Topas 8007 with a glass transition temperature of Tg,COC � 75XC.
The mold has been fabricated out of Tecoplast® TP 470. The optimal ratio
of EPolymer �T�~EMold �T� is experimentally found at Temboss � 115XC. To
support the embossing by a relatively stiff mold pressed into a relatively
soft polymer, a temperature gradient of ∆T � 45XC was used. The emboss-
ing was done with an embossing pressure of 3kPa until mold and polymer
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Figure 6.5.: Devices which need optical grade surface quality can be repli-
cated by hot embossing.101 However, they require defect-free molds with the
same high surface quality. A Tecoplast® TP 470 mold is used to emboss opti-
cal phase gratings into COC Topas 8007 at 115XC embossing temperature and
7000N (3kPa) embossing force. a) A simple line grating replicated in COC
Topas 8007. The AFM topography image at the top as well as the interfer-
ence pattern on the bottom reveals the high surface quality. b) With a more
complex geometry, a grating showing the Fourier-transformed European flag
with more complex topographic features and a periodicity of 500µm. The
large area scan reveals the defect free replication on these length scales. The
corresponding interference pattern at the bottom confirms the high replication
quality of microstructures on large areas. c) The zoomed area of the European
flag revealing its 16 different levels in topography. The gratings have been
fabricated on a single chip of 35mm x 75mm with multiple optical phasegrat-
ings. For the fabrication of optical structures, the optical surface quality of the
mold can be restored with the help of the shape-memory effect right before
every embossing step.
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thermally equilibrate before it was enhanced to 5kPa. Afterwards, mold
and polymer were cooled down to 40XC and demolded.

The stability of a SMP-mold for hot embossing has been studied with
the structures shown in Fig. 6.5 c). As a SMP-mold can be resetted to its
initially programmed shape, the lifetime is not limited by the number of
embossing cycles the mold can withstand without being deformed by the
embossing forces. After 10 embossing cycles without resetting, the op-
tical function of the replicated gratings was still sufficient. Compared to
previously presented polymeric molds fabricated out of high performance
polymers,197 the SMP-molds used for hot embossing perform comparable
even without the use of the shape memory effect. If resetted to the ini-
tial programming, the mold can withstand the same number of embossing
cycles again. Especially for optically functional surfaces, the resetting pro-
vides a huge benefit concerning a long term stable surface quality of the
mold.

For microfluidic applications, casting of soft-elastomers like polydimethyl-
siloxane is one of the standard fabrication techniques in academia for lab-
on-chip systems.56 For those applications, materials with well know behav-
ior (to fluids, cells, sealing of channels...) is crucial as well as the ability
of the fabrication of high aspect ratio structures. In Fig. 6.7 free stand-
ing structures and reservoirs with aspect ratios up to 7 were casted with a
Tecoflex® EG 72D mold. The Tecoflex® EG 72D mold is used as a normal
master for casting and can be reused for multiple parts.

At classical replication of 2.5 dimensional structures, the shape mem-
ory effect is not crucial for successfully replicated devices. However, the
molds lifetime can be extended by resetting a deformed mold using the
shape memory effect. For investigating the long term resetting properties
of a deformed SMP-mold, deformation and resetting cycles of a mold were
performed. The results are summarized in Fig. 6.6. By simulating enhanced
embossing forces and loads to the features of the mold, the mold was heated
up above Ttrans to a temperature below Tg,ht and a increased normal load
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Figure 6.6.: Demonstration of reproducible cycling between deformed and
permanent mold shape. a) Ten test cycle between the temporary and the per-
manent shape are analyzed in this graph. It compares the height of the perma-
nent shape (an optical grating with a nominal height of 600 nm) with the sur-
face roughness of the damaged mold. To damage the Tecoflex® EG 72D mold,
it was flattened with a temperature of Ttrans @ T @ Tg,ht and a high pressure of
6GPa between two silicon wafers. After cooling the sample to room tempera-
ture its topography was imaged with an atomic force microscope. Subsequent
heating to Ttrans recovered the permanent surface structure which was again
analyzed by atomic force microscopy. b) Atomic force microscopy images of
the deformed and restored shape of the Tecoflex® EG 72D mold during the
5th test cycle.
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Figure 6.7.: Casting of high aspect ratio PDMS structures into a Tecoflex®

EG 72D shape memory mold a) The mold is fabricated by a hot embossing
step programming the structures permanently into the mold. In b) and c) SEM
micrographs depicting the replicated structures in PDMS (top micrographs)
and the master structures of the Tecoflex® EG 72D mold (lower micrographs).
Aspect ratios of up to seven were realized with structure sizes in the micron
range. The Tecoflex® EG 72D mold in the lower micrographs has been run
through four resetting cycles (see Fig. 6.6) before casting of the PDMS struc-
tures above and capturing the SEM micrographs.

on the functional features of the mold was applied. Those parameters are
off scale compared to the standard embossing parameters as the emboss-
ing temperature Temboss @ Ttrans is lower and the applied normal pressure of
6GPa is 6 orders of magnitude higher than the pressure of 3kPa used for
embossing the structures shown in Fig. 6.5. This high pressure was reached
while the mold was pressed between two stainless steel plates instead of
pressing a polymer into its cavities. At this pressure, the stainless steel is
also deformed by the mold. Therefore, this scenario is probably exceed-
ing typical pressures during hot embossing. As the applied pressure was
extremely high compared to normal embossing parameters and the stain-
less steel is extremely hard compared to normal polymers, the structural
features of the mold get flattened to less than 1~10 of its original feature
height. After unloading the pressure from the mold, the features were im-
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aged with an atomic force microscope. Heating of the mold to T � Ttrans

triggers the shape memory effect and reveals the initial programming of the
mold. The deformation-restoring cycles of the mold were stopped after 10
cycles showing a long term durability of the shape memory mold even un-
der these extreme conditions. Fig. 6.6 a) demonstrates the reproducibility
of the switching between a deformed and permanent shape.

The reproducibility of the switching between temporary and permanent
shape is a precondition for a successful self-demolding of thermoshaped
molds. At this point, self-demolding is defined as the mold’s ability to
use the shape memory effect of the transition between a temporary and a
permanent shape for demolding. This can be done in two ways. In the
first example, the temporary shape is programmed by thermoshaping on a
macroscopic scale. The shape memory effect is used to provide the de-
molding force along the demolding direction of each structural detail of
the microstructures. A flat shape memory mold with permanent features
is thermoshaped to a temporary three dimensional shape, the mold can be
transferred to the initial flat shape by heating the mold to Ttrans. This trans-
formation of the mold allows the fabrication of micro- and nano-structured
devices with reusable thermoshaped molds, which normally requires de-
stroying a mold without shape memory effect because of the undercuts by
the microstructures. As a demonstration of a part fabricated with a ther-
moshaped mold, a tube-like Tecoflex® EG 72D mold with microlenses as
functional features was used for casting epoxy. After the polymerization of
the epoxy, the demolding of the epoxy rod was done by heating the mold to
Ttrans. For demolding, the mold with the epoxy rod was placed for 10min
in a oven at 60XC. The thermoshaped mold transforms itself to the initially
programmed flat shape which was programmed before the thermoshaping
procedure. After this self demolding step, the epoxy rod could easily be
taken out of the mold, while the mold could be reused for another ther-
moshaping step with a similar or completely different temporary shape.

The second feasible way to use the shape memory effect for self demold-
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Figure 6.8.: Microlenses on a curved surface of an epoxy rod fabricated with
a thermoshaped Tecoflex® EG 72D mold. a) In a first step, the microlenses
were hot embossed as a permanent programming into Tecoflex® EG 72D. b)
The flat mold is thermoshaped into a tube like temporary shape at a temper-
ature above Ttrans. c) The thermoshaped mold is filled with a two component
epoxy. After curing, the solid epoxy rod is demolded by restoring the perma-
nent shape of the mold. The mold peels itself of the epoxy and demold the
microlenses in normal direction of the rod surface. d) The SEM micrograph
shows the epoxy rod with microlenses on the outside. On the top, the partially
demolded thermoshaped mold is visible with the epoxy rod on the lower right.
The mold can be reused by reprogramming the temporary shape.
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Figure 6.9.: Helical microchannel with microlenses on the channel walls fab-
ricated by self-demolding shape memory molds. a) The microstructures are
temporarily programmed into the shape memory material. b) The thermoshap-
ing is done below Ttrans to keep the temporary programmed microstructures on
the mold. c) Again, PDMS is used as a casting polymer. The mold is used as
a microstructured spacer for a later release of the microchannel. d) First, the
microstructures are demolded using the shape memory effect. This step is
important to demold the undercuts of the microstructures. e) The flat shape
memory mold is demolded along the channel direction. f) Photographs of the
PDMS device with microlenses on the helical microchannel.
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ing is to program the microstructures temporarily into the shape memory
polymer while the permanent shape is a flat surface. Restoring the per-
manent shape from the temporary shape makes the microstructures dis-
appear. In this way, only the demolding of the micro and nanostructures
can be done which becomes very practical for the fabrication of microflu-
idic devices. The shape memory mold can be used as a core defining the
dimensions and surface structures of a microchannel. Microstructures in
polymeric microfluidic devices can provide specific surface properties like
wetting behavior208 or protein adsorption.198 However, patterning the side-
walls of microchannels is mostly done by structuring a surface which is
used to cover a fluidic backbone. The structured surface is thereby con-
nected by bonding techniques with the backbone enhancing the number
of fabrication steps and the risk of leakage. Using a shape memory mold
with temporary programmed microstructures as a spacer allows the cast-
ing of microchannels with microstructures on the sidewalls as a solid chip
reducing the risk of leakage drastically. The core is thereby completely
covered with the casted polymer. Without triggering the shape memory
effect, the microstructures are undercuts in the channels sidewalls which
makes a demolding of the core impossible. Using the shape memory ef-
fect to demold the microstructures before demolding the core enables the
fabrication of microstructured microchannels in solid chips. By using the
recovery rates investigated in Fig. 6.2, one can also combine temporary pro-
grammed microstructures with thermoshaping as proposed before. The re-
sult of combining both thermoshaping and temporarily programmed struc-
tures is shown in Fig. 6.9. The channels core was temporarily structured
with microlenses and thermoshaped in a helical shape. After the PDMS
around the channel was cured, the microlenses were demolded by trigger-
ing the shape memory effect. Afterwards, the channels core could be de-
molded and released like any flat core.
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6.5. Conclusion and Outlook

Micro- and nanostructured smart molds from shape memory polymers can
be used for well established replication processes and offer a new genera-
tion of mechanically active molds. To demonstrate this concept, the shape
memory effect of two micro- and nanostructured polymers, Tecoflex® EG
72D and Tecoplast® TP 470 was analyzed. The shape memory effect of
these polymers allows a precise control of the recovery speed and localized
recovery of a permanent shape.

Molds fabricated from shape memory polymers can withstand mechan-
ical stresses and strains during hot embossing and are suitable for casting.
For replication of micro- and nanostructures on curved surfaces, the ther-
moshaping of molds is introduced. Thermoshaping is a two step process.
In the first step, a mold is fabricated out of a shape memory polymer with
permanently structured or temporarily programmed micro- and nanostruc-
tures. In the second step, the flat mold is reprogrammed to a temporary
shape at T � Ttrans and fixed by holding the temporary shape while cooling
down to room temperature. The reprogramming is done by retaining the
micro- and nanostructures. In this second step, the initially flat mold can be
adapted to curved surfaces, folded around angles or partially elongated. For
the later demolding, the mold can be transformed into its permanent shape
and demold itself or parts of it. Using dual-shape memory201 or triple shape
memory74 polymers, the demolding can be stepwise controlled, for instance
for sequential demolding of different surfaces of polymer devices.

Additionally, preliminary results using a tip of a scanning thermal micro-
scope to locally heat the shape memory polymer show a high spatial con-
finement of the restoring to the permanent shape, as shown in Fig. 6.4. The
preliminary experiments where carried out in ambient conditions with com-
mercially available heated probes which have some disadvantages com-
pared to the tips used in Chap. 5. They have a poor temperature resolution
and also relatively large tip radii of a few hundred of nanometers. They
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also show a high temperature dependent pre-bending which complicates a
precise force control. As the experiments are carried out in ambient con-
ditions, also a high percentage of the heat dissipated at the tip might be
transported via air conductance into the shape memory polymer. How-
ever, using specifically designed tips for quantitative thermal analysis like
used in Chap. 5 can improve the control of the experimental parameters
significantly and, therefore, allow a precise addressing of single structural
features.

Nevertheless, as the programmed temporary shape was a thinned poly-
meric foil, pins could be grown locally from the foil. This could also po-
tentially be used on pre-structured foils which had been temporary pro-
grammed with a flat surface. With this technique, specific features can be
switched on, for instance to locally change the wetting behavior in fluid
handling devices.208

A patent application has been submitted that refers to the application of

shape memory materials for the fabrication of configurable molds and the

replication technique therewith. T. Meier, M. Schneider, M. Worgull and H.

Hölscher: Patent Application 102013022181.1 (2013).

A shortened version of this chapter will be submitted as the article "Self-

Demolding and Healing Micro- and Nanoimprint Molds From Shape Mem-

ory Polymers". T. Meier, J. Bur, M. Schneider, M. Worgull, and H. Hölscher:

Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering (2014).
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Modern micro- and nanotechnology offers a huge variety of new applica-
tions which influence our everyday life. The key to this technology can be
found in the ability to observe matter on these scales. The study of features
and material properties on these scales can be utilized for the implementa-
tion of new features into new devices. This work has shown approaches to
push limits of microscopy techniques towards more versatile instruments.
Integrated sensor concepts by magnetoresistive and thermoresistive sensing
were applied to locally probe material properties in nanoscale systems and
to develop a new fabrication method for application inspired micro- and
nanostructures.

As conventional optical microscopy is limited by diffraction, scanning
probe microscopy offers higher resolutions. Compared to optical micro-
scopes, however, the field of view is very small. To combine the advan-
tages of the high resolution of a scanning probe microscope with large area
scanning, a new atomic force microscope with a nested scanner design was
developed. This unique microscope benefits from two independent scan-
ners, one for a large scan area of 800� 800µm2 and one for high spatial
resolution with a scan area of 5�5µm2. The high resolution scanner, which
is placed on top of the large area scanner, enables high resolution imaging
of smallest feature sizes due to the remarkable stability of the large area
scanner.

Additionally, the instrument was designed to be operated with both, a
conventional laser beam deflection setup and self-sensing cantilevers based
on magnetoresistive sensing. This concept of applying magnetic tunneling
junctions with magnetostrictive electrodes as strain sensitive transducers to
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atomic force microscopy cantilevers as demonstrated here, showed suffi-
cient sensitivity for usage in atomic force microscopy cantilevers. Further-
more, this first study of the so-called TMR cantilevers, showed a higher sen-
sitivity than specifically optimized piezoresistive and piezoelectric trans-
ducers used in atomic force microscopy before. Cantilevers equipped with
these sensing elements were used in the most relevant operational modes
of atomic force microscopes and performed well in both static contact
mode and dynamic modes, such as amplitude and frequency modulation.
Hence, magnetoresistive sensing showed remarkable results on imaging
atomic step-edges and self-assembled monolayers. Especially for tip scan-
ning and compact, low cost scanning probe microscopes, magnetoresistive
sensing is a valuable alternative to optical laser beam deflection setups. Op-
timizing the measurement electronics as well as of the magnetic tunneling
junctions might further improve both strain sensitivity and signal-to-noise
ratio. Additionally, different concepts of an integrated magnetic bias field
in the magnetic tunneling junctions might be investigated. Finally, this sen-
sor concept might be advanced to other environments like liquids and vac-
uum, where optical read-out methods are already inferior to self-sensing
approaches.

As magnetoresistive sensing can help to simplify instrumentation, can-
tilevers with integrated sensing elements were also used to improve instru-
mentation for sensing a specific tip-sample interaction. Using thermore-
sistive sensors, heat flux between the cantilever’s tip and the sample was
measured with high precision and enabled thermal conductance measure-
ments on self-assembled monolayers of linear alkane chains as a function
of their chain length. For these molecules, there are competing models of
heat transport along the chains. The measurements presented here help to
shed light on this technologically relevant group of molecules. The quan-
titative analysis enabled by the thermal force mapping technique allowed
classical transport models to be ruled out at these scales. Moreover, signa-
tures of phonon localization and interference effects were observed as the
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dominant transport mechanism on these scales. For future experiments, this
reliable technique can be used for systematic and quantitative investigations
on thermal transport along molecular chains. As the molecules tested here
can be modified easily and are commercially available in a huge variety, the
influence of side-groups on molecular chains, variations of the molecular
backbone or coupling strength to thermal reservoirs can be investigated by
this new technique.

Using the scanning probe microscopy to characterize the shape mem-
ory effect of two mechanically active polymers, allowed the observation
of nanoscale recovery from temporary programmed shapes to permanent
structures in a time and space resolved manner. Using this insights to the
fabrication of micro- and nanostructured molds from shape memory poly-
mers enabled the fabrication of smart molds for micro-and nanoreplication.
These molds hold multiple advantages compared to conventional polymeric
molds. As they showed excellent healing properties of major deformations
of their structural features, this was utilized to extend their lifetime. Fur-
thermore, by introducing thermoshaping, shape memory molds have been
used for the replication of micro- and nanostructured curved surfaces on
bulk materials. Utilizing the shape memory effect, the mold has been pro-
grammed to be self-demolding and allowed the fabrication and replication
of polymeric devices which could only be demolded by triggering the self-
demolding because of undercuts in the structures. Additionally, preliminary
results of localized heating by scanning thermal microscopy can be used for
a concept of nanostructures on demand.
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